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The early 19th-century term “norm” 
implies an ethical model to be fol-
lowed, a precept. It can also refer to 
a versatile tool used to measure and 
fix space. Yet on the other side of 
the norm, behind, beyond and beside 
normalcy (literally the “state of being 
normal”), there is something alterna-
tive and defiant, which disrupts and 
perhaps even beckons. Normalcy as 
a state is designed at every scale and 
surface: key, chair, software, urban 
planning, institution and an art school 
such as the Royal Institute of Art in 
Stockholm.
 Contemporary art: what is the 
norm? What is the rule? What is the 
scale and what is at stake? Some 
would answer that the main regulator 
might be the market. In some places 
on the planet, like Stockholm, the 
field of artistic research appears as 
a clear alternative fount of resources 
for artists to develop their work and 
eventually to make a living out of 
it. If the traditional market implies 
trading objects, how and where do 
you trade research in art? Higher 
education institutions are the perfect 
playgrounds to invest in. The Uni-
versity is in crisis: what about the 
creative class? Understanding the 
Academy, not as a place of knowledge 
transfer, but as a place of knowledge 
 production in the spirit of ancient 
Greece. Spaghetti Bolognese: BA, 
MA and PhD. You educate, normalise, 
legitimise, regulate and formalise 
your students, fellows, alumni and 
peers to such an extent that their po-
tentials are undermined and remain 
in a closed circuit. If this is a matter 
of fact, where do you build your Tro-
jan horses aka your DDD–difference, 
debate and dispute?
 Let’s invite the “cowboys, cops, 
construction workers, moustaches, 
muscular bodies, laconic speech, 
those who buy the right Levi’s and 
t-shirts, wear the right bronzer, at-
tend the right disco, sport the right 
haircut” as well as the “Bakassi Peo-
ple, trans women, queers, fags, Ainu 
people, dykes, the underprivileged, 
the muff divers, Inuits, refugees, the 
shabby chic, bulldaggers, the leisure 
class, queens, men, Aymaras, drama 
queens, Kabylians, cosmopolitans, 
bois, FtoMs, MtoFs, the middle class 
to working class, the working class 
to underclass, East 
Indians, old maids, 
wiggers, clandestinos, 
other genders, Pales-
tinians, the undocu-
mented, Afro-Latinos, 
nouveaux pauvres and 
global workers” to join 
Normalcy for a precise 
time, from April 14th 
to 27th: a series of 
events, lectures, work-
shops and encounters 
creatively mounted in an experimen-
tal programme by an art teaching 
faculty.
 Normalcy as such will be ad-
dressed on the first day of our pro-
gramme thanks to Michel Foucault’s 
œuvre Abnormal and the presen-
tation of what might be Swedish, 
‘Svenskhet’. Starting from these 
running blocks, Queerness,  Tsunami 
Aesthetics, Outside, Educational 
Complex, Dysfunctional Comedy, 
Explosion, Whitewashing Piracy and 
a CryptoParty, constitute different 
chapters and fields to run through 
for the sake of DDD. The normal-
cy promoted by the Royal Institute 
of Art in Stockholm is situated on 
the territory of “everything goes”, 
appro pri a tion, subversion, immer-
sion in the unknown and aesthetic 
pleasure more powerful and con-
vincing than any suffocating political 
 correctness.
 “Certain misdemeanors”, “inde-
cencies”, “immoral relationships”, 
“improper relations”, “certain prac-
tices”, “certain matters”, “disgrace-
ful charges”, “gross misconduct”, 
“gross immorality”, “grave offens-
es”, “terrible offenses”, “wicked 
acts”, and “unmentionable acts” 
were some of the euphemisms used 
to cover the 1895 Oscar Wilde’s tri-
als. Normalcy could be a chance to 
consider what our current precon-
ceptions are of nature, culture, and 
the expected and  acceptable.
Donatella Bernardi,
artist and professor
FOREWORD
For the third year, the Royal Institute of Art, is organizing a “cluster project”, 
that consists of a series of workshops, talks, seminars, exhibitions, etc., which all 
relate to one common theme. This year’s theme is “Normalcy”.
 Norms, or rather the transgression of norms, have played a central role in 
visual art since the mid-nineteenth century. Artists have also been interested 
in, as well as identified themselves with, people who by society have been 
defined as being outside the norm, for example categories like “criminals” 
and “mental patients”.  
 Notions of the artist as an “outsider” and a “provocateur” can, how-
ever, today rather be considered as an institutionalized function of the 
contemporary concept of art. Also the “breaking of norms” has become– 
paradoxically–one of the visual art world’s most fundamental norms. And 
despite decades of norm-critical analysis by thinkers like Foucault, Butler, 
Bourdieu, Giroux and Spivak, artists are still not so keen on directing the 
same norm-critical magnifying glass on themselves. 
 What norms are, for example, reproduced in the context of where this 
project takes place—a higher education art school? This, and other interest-
ing questions will be raised and discussed during the two-week programme, 
which this publication presents.
 Lastly, I would like to thank Donatella Bernardi, who has been the project 
leader with the assistance of Leo Nordwall; the professors, teachers, guest 
teachers, lecturers, external institutions and other persons and groups who 
have contributed to the project, the administration for support, and of course, 
a special thanks to our students who are participating in the project. 
Måns Wrange, artist and rector
Det tidiga artonhundratalsbegreppet 
”norm” står för en modell för gott 
handlande som ska efterlydas, en 
föreskrift. Det kan 
också beteckna ett 
användbart verktyg 
för mätningen och 
bestämningen av rum. 
Samtidigt återfinns på 
normens andra sida 
– bakom, bortom och 
bredvid normaliteten 
(bokstavligen 
”normaltillståndet”) 
– något alternativt 
och trotsigt som stör 
och kanske rentav lockar. Varenda 
skala och varenda yta gestaltar ett 
tillstånd av normalitet: nyckel, stol, 
mjukvara, stadsplanering, institution 
och en konsthögskola som Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan i Stockholm.
 Samtidskonst: vad är normen? 
Vad är regeln? Vilken är skalan 
och vad står på spel? Vissa skulle 
svara att den viktigaste styrkraften 
skulle vara marknaden. På vissa 
platser på planeten, som Stockholm, 
framstår konstnärlig forskning 
som en klar alternativ källa till 
resurser åt konstnärers utveckling 
och framtida försörjning. Om en 
traditionell marknad implicerar en 
handel med konstföremål, hur och 
var utbyts konstnärlig forskning? 
Högre utbildningsinstitutioner 
är den perfekta lekplatsen att 
investera i. Universitetet är i kris: 
vad sägs om den kreativa klassen? 
Akademin förstås, inte som en plats 
för kunskapsöverföring, utan som 
en plats för kunskapsproduktion 
i gammelgrekisk anda. Spaghetti 
Bolognese: BA, MA och PhD. Ni 
utbildar, normaliserar, legitimiserar, 
reglerar och formaliserar era 
studenter, kollegor, alumner och 
medforskare till den grad att deras 
potential undermineras och stannar i 
en sluten krets. Om det är ett faktum, 
var bygger ni då er trojanska häst eller 
ert DDD: differens, debatt och dispyt?
 Vi bjuder in ”cowboys, snutar, 
byggarbetare, mustascher, muskulära 
kroppar, korthuggna tal, de som köper 
rätt Levi’s och t-shirts, har rätt bronzer, 
går på rätt disco, har rätt frisyr” 
liksom ”Bakassi-bor, transkvinnor, 
queers, bögar, ainu, flator, de 
underprivilegierade, fittslickarna, 
inuiterna, flyktingarna, shabby chics, 
bulldaggers, stekarna, divor, män, 
aymaras, drama queens, kabyler, 
kosmopoliter, bois, FTMs, MTFs, 
medelklassen till arbetarklassen, 
arbetarklassen till underklassen, 
östindier, gammelfröknarna, wiggers, 
clandestinos, andra genus, palestinier, 
de papperslösa, afrolatinos, nouveuax 
pauvres och gästarbetarna” att delta 
i Normalcy vid en viss tidpunkt, 
mellan den 14–27 april: en serie 
evenemang, föreläsningar, workshops 
och sammanträffanden kreativt 
sammansatta i ett experimentellt 
program från en utbildningsinstitution 
inom fri konst.
 Normalitet som sådan kommer 
behandlas på programmets första dag 
tack vare Michel Foucaults œuvre 
De Abnorma och presentationen av 
vad som kan sägas vara Svenskhet. 
Ur dessa startgropar följer Queerhet, 
Tsunamiestetik, Outside, Educational 
Complex, Dysfunktionell Komedi, 
Explosion, Whitewashing Piracy 
samt ett CryptoParty vilka utgör olika 
kapitel och fält att springa igenom 
för DDDs skull. Normaliteten som 
förespråkas av Kungl. Konsthögskolan 
i Stockholm situeras i ”Everything 
Goes”-territorium: appropriering, 
omstörtning, immersion i det 
okända och estetisk njutning både 
mäktigare och mer övertygande än 
någon kvävande politisk korrekthet. 
”Vissa förseelser”, ”oanständigheter”, 
”omoraliska relationer”, ”olämpliga 
relationer”, ”vissa praktiker”, 
”vissa saker”, ”skamliga frågor”, 
”grov vanskötsel”, ”grov omoral”, 
”allvarliga förseelser”, ”fruktansvärda 
förseelser”, ”gemena handlingar” och 
”onämnbara handlingar” var några av 
de omskrivningar som användes för att 
rapportera om rättegången mot Oscar 
Wilde 1895. Normalcy skulle kunna 
vara vår chans att omvärdera vad som 
är våra egna nuvarande fördomar om 
vad som är natur, kultur, förväntat och 
acceptabelt.
Donatella Bernardi,
konstnär och professor
FÖRORD
För tredje året organiserar Kungl. Konsthögskolan ett “klusterprojekt”, som 
består av en rad workshops, föreläsningar, seminarier, utställningar, m.m., som 
relaterar till ett gemensamt tema. Årets tema är ”Normalitet”.
 Normer, eller snarare överskridande av normer, har spelat en central roll 
i bildkonsten alltsedan mitten på 1800-talet. Konstnärer har intresserat sig 
för, liksom identifierat sig med, människor som av samhället definierats som 
stående utanför normalitetens ram. Till exempel kategorier som ”kriminella” 
och ”psykiskt sjuka”. 
 Idag kan konstnären som en ”outsider” och ”provokatör” snarare 
betraktas som en institutionaliserad del av det samtida konstbegreppet. 
Liksom att ”bryta mot normen” blivit en av dess – paradoxalt nog – mest 
fundamentala normer. Och trots decennier av normkritiska analyser av 
tänkare som Foucault, Butler, Bourdieu, Giroux och Spivak, samt mängder av 
institutionskritiska projekt, har konstnärer inte varit lika benägna att rikta det 
normkritiska förstoringsglaset mot sig själva. 
 Vilka normer reproduceras t ex i den kontext som det här projektet görs 
inom – på en konstskola? Den frågan och flera andra kommer att dryftas 
under de två veckor som det här programmet pågår.
 Avslutningsvis vill jag tacka Donatella Bernardi, som är projektledare med 
assistans av Leo Nordwall. Och lärare, professorer, gästlärare, föreläsare, 
externa institutioner och andra personer och grupper som bidragit till 
projektet samt förvaltningen för support. Sist men inte minst vill jag rikta ett 
stort tack till våra studenter som deltar i projektet.
Måns Wrange, konstnär och rektor
INTRODUCTION
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 “To me, there was nothing strange about the healing 
of my sister in the early 80s. I was raised in an 
environment where the possibility of health coming 
from the hand of God was a realistic one, a parallel 
healthcare system to the standard institutions.”
From the book: Thirteen Healed Bodies
2011, OEI Editör
For many years—since the late 90’s—I have worked on 
a major project, Vakna Upp (Wake Up),  that on one level 
is based on the Swedish revival movement ( Pentecostal 
Church) and it is about belonging, 
language, sectarianism,  normalcy and 
dealing with my past. Up to 13 per-
cent of the population, mainly in ru-
ral areas, had some connection to 
the Swedish revival movement in the 
early 40’s. The movement was par-
allel with the labour movement and 
“folkhemsbygget” (the Swedish So-
cial Democratic programme to build a 
welfare state) and is one of the coun-
try’s largest folkrörelser (social move-
ments), now it is severely diminished 
and steadily declining. The project is based on personal 
experience—I grew up in a revival church environment 
in Småland but left the movement when I was 19. In 
the lecture I will present several works that deal with a 
norm system parallel to the current one in society, i.e. 
another order.
“Det var inte något konstigt för mig när min syster blev 
helad i början av åttiotalet. Jag växte upp i en miljö 
där möjligheten att bli frisk i kroppen genom Gud var 
en realistisk möjlighet, ett parallellt sjukvårdsystem till 
de gängse sjukvårdsinrättningarna.”
Från boken: Thirteen Healed Bodies
2011, OEI Editör
Sedan mitten av 90-talet har jag arbetat med ett större 
projekt – Vakna Upp – som på ett plan utgår ifrån 
den svenska väckelserörelsen och handlar om tillhörig-
het, språk, sekterism, normalitet och 
min bakgrund. Upp till 13 procent av 
befolkningen, främst på landsbygden, 
hade någon anknytning till frikyrkan i 
början av 40-talet. Rörelsen var paral-
lell med arbetarrörelsen och folkhems-
bygget och räknas till en av Sveriges 
största folkrörelser, nu är den starkt 
reducerad och minskar stadigt. Projek-
tet utgår från personliga erfarenheter 
– jag växte upp i frireligiös miljö i 
Småland men lämnade rörelsen i ton-
åren. I föreläsningen kommer jag att 
presentera flera verk som på olika sätt synliggör ett 
normsystem som är/var parallellt till den rådande nor-
men i samhället, en annan ordning.
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Another order
RELIGION, SUBCULTURE  
AND NORMALCY
En annan ordning
RELIGION, SUBKULTURER  
OCH NORMALITET
MON 14 APRIL
10:00
Kungl.
Konsthögskolan
PROGRAMME PROGRAM
Ever since Carl Johan 
Erikson’s degree at the 
University of Gothenburg, 
Photography department in 
1992, he has pursued an active 
practice. The main venue for 
his art has been exhibitions, in 
Sweden and abroad, he have 
also produced artists’ books. 
Since 2007 Erikson works as 
a teacher at Royal Institute of 
Art in Stockholm.
Press briefing and introduction where the program
and the project is presented by the Royal Institute of 
Art’s Professor of Fine Art. Open to all. 
Pressträff och introduktion där programmet och pro-
jektet presenteras av Kungl. Konsthögskolans professor 
i fri konst. Öppet för alla.
Donatella Bernardi
Carl Johan Erikson MON 14 APRIL
13:00 — 14:00
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Mellanrummet
Lecture
(in Swedish)
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During this workshop I would like to experiment with 
the participants on ways of reading collectively. We will 
depart from a fiction text/novel and try to find ways 
through different collective exercises 
to perform it. 
 How can a reading become perfor-
mative? What does it mean to read 
collectively? Can voices collide and 
become one? 
 By looking at examples of artists 
who have worked with fiction texts/
reading and used them in their own 
way, we will also pose the question; 
how can we intervene into existing 
texts appropriating their syntax and 
language? The aim of this exercise 
is also to think through certain politics of reading, 
learning and knowledge production. 
Under denna workshop vill jag experimentera tillsam-
mans med deltagarna kring olika sätt att läsa kollektivt. 
Vi kommer att utgå från en skönlitterär text/roman 
och försöka hitta sätt att gestalta den 
genom olika kollektiva övningar.
Hur kan en läsning bli performativ? 
Vad innebär det att läsa kollektivt? Kan 
röster smälta samman till en enda?
Genom att titta på exempel där 
konstnärer har arbetat med skönlit-
terär text/läsning och använt dem på 
sitt eget sätt, ställer vi också frågan: 
hur kan vi intervenera I existerande 
texter och appropriera deras syntax 
och språk? Syftet med denna övning 
är även att undersöka viss politik 
i  läsning, lärande och kunskapsproduktion.
On translation concerns the work of the translator, 
 attempting to explicate this task with the help of Walter 
Benjamin and Jan van Eyck’s painting Saint Jerome 
in His Study. This is followed by an 
introduction to Michel Foucault’s 1975 
lectures at Collège de France entitled 
 Abnormal (Les Anormaux). This lecture 
course concerns the role of abnormal-
ity in the judiciary system, which will 
be connected to something to which 
Foucault turned in his 1982 lectures, 
and what one in contemporary terms 
could call a ”pathological normality”. 
This was the philosophic position com-
monly held during Greek Antiquity, 
concerning the mental health of soci-
ety: everyone is ill, and needs to be cured. And the cure, 
Foucault notes, will come through a certain practice of 
truth and care of the self.
Om översättning rör översättarens arbete, och försöker 
definiera denna uppgift med hjälp av Walter Benjamin
och Jan van Eyck’s målning av Hieronymus i sitt arbets-
rum. Detta följs av en introduktion till 
Michel Foucaults föreläsningar på 
Collège de France från 1975, vilka bär 
titeln De abnorma (Les Anormaux). 
Dessa föreläsningar behandlar det ab-
normas roll inom rättssystemet, vilket 
kommer att sättas i relation till något 
som Foucault tog upp i sina föräsning-
ar från 1982, och som i samtida termer 
skulle kunna kallas en ”patologisk nor-
malitet”. Det handlar om den filo sofi-
ska hållning som var vanlig under den 
grekiska antiken, och som beträffar 
samhällets psykiska hälsa: alla är sjuka och måste botas. 
Och boten, noterar Foucault, kommer genom en viss 
sanningspraktik och en så kallad omsorg om sig.
Georges Canguilhem’s milestone work The Normal 
and the Pathological (1943, 1966) was the main in-
spiration for Foucault’s conceptualization of the no-
tions of bio politics. The power that 
normalizes society—the power that 
according to Canguilhem started to 
distinguish between the normal and 
the abnormal in the post-Napoleon-
ic French society by the introducing 
of new medical and social Norms 
against the domain of the Law—was 
the theoretical introduction that in-
spired Foucault’s work on the nor-
malization of sexuality. Specifically 
it is in the course Abnormal (started 
in January 1975 at the Collège de 
France) that Foucault introduced “les techniques de 
normalisation de la sexualité”. Accidentally, it is in 
the same course that Foucault introduces for the first 
time the term ‘dispositif’ in relation to such a power 
of normalization of sexuality. My talk will try to il-
luminate the history of these words and concepts in 
Foucault without any desire of a unifying theory, yet 
looking at the real sources of these genealogies with 
the help of a philological lens and some anecdotes 
about Foucault’s visit to Sweden.
Georges Canguilhems epokgörande arbete Le Normal 
et le Pathologique (1943, 1966) var den huvudsakliga 
inspirationen till Foucaults konceptuella framställning-
ar runt begreppet biopolitik. Makten 
som normaliserar samhället – den 
makt som enligt Canguilhem började 
särskilja mellan det normala och det 
abnorma i det franska samhället efter 
Napoleontiden då införandet av nya 
medicinska och sociala normer ställ-
des emot lagens område – var den teo-
retiska introduktion som inspirerade 
Foucaults arbete om sexualitetens 
normalisering. Det var särskilt under 
föreläsningsserien De abnorma (som 
inleddes 1975 vid Collège de France) 
som Foucault introducerade “les techniques de norma-
lisation de la sexualité”. Av en händelse är det under 
samma kurs som Foucault för första gången inför be-
greppet ”dispositif” i relation till just denna makt som 
normaliserar sexualiteten. I min föreläsning försöker 
jag kasta ljus på dessa ords och begrepps historia hos 
Foucault men utan att söka ett enhetligt teoribygge. Jag 
undersöker de verkliga källorna för dessa genealogier ur 
ett filologiskt perspektiv, samt genom några anekdoter 
från Foucaults vistelse i Sverige.
How to read? Hur sker läsning? TUE 15 APRIL
9:00 — 16:00
Kungl.
Konsthögskolan
Mellanrummet
Workshop
In collaboration 
with Tensta konst-
hall and  Konstfack
Matteo Pasquinelli (PhD, 
London) is a writer, curator 
and academic researcher. 
He wrote the book Animal 
Spirits: A Bestiary of the 
Commons (2008) and lectures 
frequently at the intersection 
of philosophy, media theory 
and life sciences. His texts 
have been translated in 
many languages and he 
has contributed to journals 
and newspapers such as 
Springerin, Multitudes, 
Fibreculture, Theory Culture & 
Society, Rethinking Marxism, 
Libération, Il manifesto, Der 
Freitag. Together with Wietske 
Maas he wrote the Manifesto 
of Urban Cannibalism. At 
NGBK Berlin he is co-curating 
and preparing the exhibition 
The Ultimate Capital is the Sun.
Marwa Arsanios, born in 
1978, lives and works in 
Beirut, Lebanon where she 
founded the artist organization 
and space research project 
98weeks. She has exhibited 
internationally, and has been 
nominated for the Pinchuk 
Future Generation Art Prize 
2012 and won the special 
prize. Her work investigates by 
personal explorations stories 
and political matters that 
have manifested themselves 
through architecture, printed 
matter, text and language 
in general. She works in 
various formats such as film, 
installation, performance and 
reading group.
Marwa Arsanios 
MON 14 APRIL
17:00 — 18:00
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Mellanrummet
Lecture
Matteo Pasquinelli What an apparatus is not
ON THE GENEALOGY OF THE TERM
‘DISPOSITIF’ IN FOUCAULT’S ABNORMAL
Vad en samhällsapparat inte är
OM ”DISPOSITIF”-BEGREPPETS GENEALOGI
I MICHEL FOUCAULTS DE ABNORMA
On translation  
(and the Abnormal)
Om översättning 
(och De abnorma)
Karl LydénMON 14 APRIL
15:00 — 16:00
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Mellanrummet
Lecture
Karl Lydén is a writer and 
critic, and member of the 
editorial board of Site 
Magazine. He is the Swedish 
translator of Michel Foucault’s 
Il faut défendre la société 
(2008) and Le gouvernement 
de soi et des autres (2014). 
His writings have appeared 
in Mousse Magazine, 
Dagens Nyheter, OEI, and 
Kunstkritikk.se. He is an 
alumni of The Whitney 
Independent Study Program 
and The Jan van Eyck 
Academie.
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The 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami was one of the worst 
natural catastrophes in history. While international at-
tention has faded, post-tsunami challenges continue to 
have an impact on affected commu-
nities. Six years later and just weeks 
before Fukushima, we looked at what 
has been achieved, what went wrong 
and what challenges remain.
 We were interested in how the 
flood of aid money has transformed 
the affected regions, rebuilt and re-
fashioned local economies and shaped 
communities. How does collective and 
individual memory work, years after 
such a highly publicized media me-
ga-event? How has the architecture 
built after the Tsunami been able to respond to the 
individual needs of affected communities? How were 
these communities able to participate in the recovery 
process? How have these structures been adapted over 
time by their inhabitants, and how did architectural 
interventions alter societal and communal structures? 
 Christoph Draeger and Heidrun Holzfeind will dis-
cuss the making of their 60-min film Tsunami Archi-
tecture, its adaptation for the Maldives Pavillion at 
the 2013 Venice bienniale, their Tsunami Architecture 
exhibitions at OK centre in Linz and Centre d’art con-
temporain in Yverdon, the 280-page book, and their 
practice of project-based collaboration in general.
Tsunamin i indiska oceanen 2004 var en av de värsta 
naturkatastroferna i historien. Medan det internationel-
la intresset har falnat, har problemen efter tsunamin 
fortfarande gett konsekvenser för de 
drabbade samhällena. Sex år senare 
och bara några veckor innan Fukushi-
ma, tittade vi på vad som hade uppnåtts, 
vad som gick fel och vilka utmaningar 
som återstår.
Vi intresserade oss för hur strömmen 
av biståndspengar har omvandlat regi-
oner, återuppbyggt och omskapat den 
lokala ekonomin och format samhällen. 
Hur fungerar kollektivt och individu-
ellt minne, flera år efter en så medialt 
extremt uppmärksammad händelse? På 
vilket sätt har arkitekturen som byggts upp efter tsuna-
min svarat mot de individuella behoven hos de drabbade 
samhällena? På vilket sätt kunde dessa samhällen delta 
i återuppbyggnaden? Hur har dessa strukturer anpassats 
över tid av sina invånare, och hur förändrade arkitekto-
niska ingrepp de samhälleliga och gemensamma struk-
turerna?
 Christoph Draeger och Heidrun Holzfeind diskuterar 
hur deras 60-minutersfilm Tsunami Architecture kom till, 
omarbetningen av filmen i och med Maldivernas paviljong 
vid Venedigbiennalen 2013, deras utställning Tsunami 
Architecture vid OK Centre i Linz och Centre d’art cont-
emporain i Yverdon, deras 280-sidiga bok samt allmänt 
om de samarbeten på projektbasis de arbetar inom.
In this talk I will present Bossing Images. The Power 
of Images, Queer Art, and Politics, an ongoing series 
of curated evenings that started in 2012 at the NGbK 
Berlin. Bossing Images inspires me 
to reflect upon artistic practices and 
queer cultural politics that intervene 
in regimes of normalcy. The series 
draws on Elspeth Probyn’s thesis 
that desire travels in images, and 
asks how social power and domi-
nation may be secured or subverted 
through bossy relations with images. 
Bossing Images has been developed 
in the context of the Institute for 
Queer Theory in Berlin, a site where 
academic debate meets up with polit-
ical activism and cultural practices. Its aim is to seek 
forms of acknowledging difference without fixing cat-
egories or norms. Yet, does normalcy depend on rigid 
norms? Does it necessarily go along with processes of 
exclusion or coercive inclusion? What about normalcy 
based on flexible and seductive normalizations?
Antke Engel presenterar Bossing Images. The Power of 
Images, Queer Art, and Politics, en pågående  serie led-
da kvällar som startade 2012 vid NGbK Berlin. Bossing 
Images är för Antke Engel en inspira-
tionskälla till reflexion över konstnärli-
ga praktiker och queerkulturell politik 
som lägger sig i normalitetens makt-
ordningar. Serien anspelar på Elspeth 
Probyn’s tes att begär färdas genom 
bilder och frågar hur social makt och 
behärskande kan säkras eller omvand-
las genom  ”bossiga” relationer med 
bilder.  Bossing Images har tillkom-
mit i kontexten av Institute for Queer 
Theory in Berlin, en plats där akade-
misk diskussion möter politisk aktivism 
och kulturell praktik. Syftet är att hitta sätt att erkänna 
skillnad utan att fixera kategorier eller normer. Men är 
normalitet verkligen beroende av stränga normer? Måste 
det nödvändigtvis hänga samman med exkluderande eller 
tvingande inklusivitet? Och hur är det med normalitet 
som bygger på flexibel eller förförisk normalisering?
Bossing Images 
SUBVERTING NORMALCY
THROUGH QUEER CULTURAL POLITICS
Ledande bilder
ATT OMSTÖRTA NORMALITETEN GENOM 
QUEERKULTURELL POLITIK
TUE 15 APRIL
17:00 — 18:00
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Mellanrummet
Lecture
In collaboration 
with Konstfack
Antke Engel is director 
of the Institute for Queer 
Theory in Berlin and works 
as independent scholar in 
the fields of queer, feminist 
and poststructuralist theory, 
political philosophy, and 
cultural politics. She received 
her PhD in Philosophy 
at Potsdam University in 
2001, was research fellow 
at the Institute for Cultural 
Inquiry (ICI Berlin) from 
2007–2009, and held visiting 
professorships for Queer 
Theory at the Universities of 
Hamburg and of Vienna in 
2003/2005 and 2011.
Antke Engel
Khaled Ramadan releases his documentary film 
 Maldives To Be or Not. Captured during his trip in 
March 2013, Ramadan notes the parodies captured 
between Western culture and its long 
tradition of romanticizing the imag-
ery of the East. The Maldives today is 
wavering between the fiction of the 
West and the reality of the East, and 
the islanders are at the conjunction 
of Edward Saïd’s theoretical duality 
“West is Culture, East is Nature”. In 
2007 Maldives became the first coun-
try to open an Embassy in Second 
Life, the online virtual world adding 
more confusion to the country’s fic-
tional reality. Ramadan’s journey to 
the Maldives is about the East coming into its own. 
He meets the Maldivian community, the Dhivehi peo-
ple, which means “the islanders”, not as an anthropo-
logist, colonialist or journalist, but as a citizen of the 
Arab world who wants to learn about what’s left of 
the shared history and how this amphibious nation 
is treating its contemporary culture in relation to its 
ecological strengths and weaknesses.
Khaled Ramadan visar sin dokumentärfilm  Maldives 
To Be or Not. Inspelad under en resa i mars 2013, 
utforskar Ramadan de parodier som utspelas mellan 
den västerländska kulturen och dess 
långa tradition av att romantisera bil-
der från öst. Idag vacklar Maldiverna 
mellan västs fiktion och verkligheten 
i öst, och öborna befinner sig i skär-
ningspunkten mellan Edward Saïds 
teoretiska dualism ”Väst är kultur, öst 
är natur”. 2007 blev Maldiverna det 
första landet att öppna en ambassad 
i Second Life, en virtuell värld, vilket 
ökade förvirringen runt landets fiktiva 
verklighet. Ramadans resa till Maldi-
verna handlar om hur öst kommer till 
sin egen rätt. Han möter det Maldiviska samhället, 
dhivehifolket, vilket betyder ”öborna”, och inte i rollen 
som antropolog, kolonisatör eller journalist, utan som 
en medborgare ur arabvärlden som vill lära sig mer 
om det som finns kvar av en delad historia och hur 
denna amfibiska nation behandlar sin samtida kultur 
i relation till dess ekologiska styrkor och svagheter.
Tsunami Architecture Tsunami Architecture
Maldives To Be or Not Maldives To Be or Not WED 16 APRIL
15:30 — 16:30
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Hus 28
Film screening
THU 17 APRIL
9:00 — 16:00
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Hus 28
Workshop
Christoph Draeger is a conceptual 
artist who has been working 
for over 20 years on themes 
of disaster and destruction in 
relation to media-saturated 
culture. His projects take the 
format of installation, video, 
and photo-based media. 
Solo exhibitions include: OK 
Centrum Linz, Kunstmuseum 
Solothurn, Kunsthaus Zurich, 
Centre of Contemporary Art 
Warsaw.
Heidrun Holzfeind is interested 
in how architecture interacts 
with people’s everyday life. 
She questions immanent 
architectural and social utopias 
of modernist residential 
buildings, exploring the 
borders between history and 
identity, individual histories 
and political narratives of the 
present.
Khaled Ramadan, aesthetician 
and filmmaker, works between 
Europe and the Arab world. 
His fields of specialties include 
the intersections of the history 
of constructed media, the 
fusion of alternative art with 
aesthetic journalism and 
media research. 
Christoph Draeger 
Heidrun Holzfeind
Khaled Ramadan
WED 16 APRIL
14:00 — 15:00
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Hus 28
Film screening
THU 17 APRIL
9:00 — 16:00 
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Hus 28
Workshop
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Have you ever killed a bear or becoming Jamila is a lec-
ture performance that uses the history of a magazine 
(Cairo’s Al-Hilal 50s and 60s collection) as the start-
ing point for an inquiry into Jamila 
Bouhired, the Algerian freedom fight-
er. From the different representations 
of Jamila in Cinema, into her assim-
ilation and promotion through the 
magazine, the lecture performance 
attempts to look at the history of so-
cialist projects (Egypt), anti-colonial 
wars (Algeria), and the way they have 
promoted and marginalized feminist 
projects. The clear gender division 
used to marginalize women from 
the public sphere was overcome for 
a short moment during the Algerian war of indepen-
dence (Jamila becoming its icon).
Har du någonsin dödat en björn? Eller att bli  Jamila 
är en föreläsnings-performance som använder den 
Kairo base r ade tidskriften Al-Hilals historia från 1950- 
och 1960-talen som utgångspunkt 
för ett porträtt av den algeriska fri-
hetskämpen Jamila Bouhired.  Genom 
olika framställningar av Jamila på 
vita  duken och i tidskriften strä-
var  Arsanios efter att söka historien 
om socialistiska projekt (Egypten), 
anti-koloniala krig (Algeriet), och hur 
feministiska projekt såväl uppmunt-
rats som marginaliserats av desamma. 
Att befästa könsskillnader har länge 
varit ett sätt att marginalisera kvin-
nor från offentligheten men under 
det algeriska självständighetskriget förändrades den 
situationen under en period. Jamila blev självständig-
hetskrigets ikon. 
Have you ever killed a bear 
or becoming Jamila
Har du någonsin dödat en björn? 
Eller att bli Jamila
WED 16 APRIL
18:30 — 19:30
Tensta konsthall
Performance
Marwa Arsanios  
at Tensta konsthall
Tensta konsthall arbetar 
med samtida konst och 
har ambitionen att vara en 
institution med en given plats 
i lokalsamhället. Samtidigt 
har Tensta konsthall ett 
konstprogram på internationell 
toppnivå.
Tensta konsthall invigdes 1998 
och är en privat stiftelse. Chef 
för Tensta konsthall är sedan 
2011 Maria Lind.
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The disappearance of the Maldives beneath the sea is 
a speculative hypothesis, though a likely and compel-
ling one. Today there is an emphasis on mitigation and 
adaptation, rather than prevention, 
in national and international law and 
policy relating to climate change. The 
archival project speculates on the 
contingent circumstances Maldivians 
may face as a permanently displaced 
population, and seeks to explore the 
potential humanitarian and cultural 
consequences of this scenario within 
a global context.
Maldivernas försvinnande under havet är en spekulativ 
hypotes, om så en sannolik och övertygande sådan. Idag 
betonas anpassning och lindring, snarare än förebyg-
gande, i nationell och internationell 
lagstiftning och politik som rör kli-
matförändringar. Arkivprojektet under-
söker de ovissa omständigheter som 
maldivierna kan komma att konfron-
teras med i egenskap av en permanent 
undanträngd befolkning och syftar till 
att undersöka de potentiella humani-
tära och kulturella konsekvenserna 
av ett sådant scenario ur ett globalt 
perspektiv.
On the “African Perspective“ of the architect Denise 
Scott Brown, co-author of Learning from Las Vegas. 
She was born in Northern Rhodesia and grew up in a 
baltic-jewish family in Johannesburg. 
Together with American architect 
Robert Venturi, she discovered a new 
perspective on Las Vegas, and is now 
editing a book on her photographs. A 
live Skype-conversation with Denise 
Scott Brown is planned.
Om det “afrikanska perspektivet” hos arkitekten Denise 
Scott Brown, medförfattare till Learning from Las 
 Vegas. Hon föddes i Nordrhodesia och växte upp i en 
baltjudisk familj i Johannesburg. Till-
sammans med den amerikanske arki-
tekten Robert Venturi upptäckte hon 
ett nytt perspektiv på Las Vegas och 
redigerar nu en bok med sina foto-
grafier. Ett samtal med Denise Scott 
Brown via Skype är inplanerat.
A better civilization won’t happen without a radical 
change of culture. Sustainability, in its broad sense, 
brings forward a new paradigm to make the world a 
better place for the 99 %. And grow-
ing our own food is the first step. 
At the same time, art has an im-
mense subversive potential towards 
a change of culture, and yet the ma-
jority is still entrenched in the old 
paradigm. Mesoamerica Resiste is all 
about a new paradigm though.
En bättre civilisation kommer inte att uppnås utan en 
radikal kulturell förändring. Hållbarhet, sett ur ett brett 
perspektiv, lyfter fram ett nytt paradigm för att göra 
världen bättre för de nittionio procen-
ten. Och att odla vår egen mat är det 
första steget. Samtidigt har konsten en 
otrolig subversiv potential att förändra 
kulturen, även om majoriteten fortfa-
rande sitter fast i ett föråldrat synsätt. 
Mesoamerica Resiste handlar däremot 
helt och fullt om ett nytt paradigm.
FROM KITWE TO LAS VEGAS
Tsunami Aesthetics
HORIZON 2050: 
EVOLVING OUR CIVILIZATION
CONTINGENT MOVEMENTS ARCHIVE
Jochen Becker is the recently 
appointed senior lecturer and 
responsible for the course 
Art & Architecture at the 
Royal Institute of Art. With a 
background in the arts as well 
as urban studies, he also works 
as an author, lecturer and 
curator.
A French software developer 
by trade, now living in 
Stockholm, Christophe Bram 
developed a strong interest in 
Western culture and politics 
following the 2008 crisis. 
This lead him to take part in 
Occupy Stockholm in 2011 and 
more recently participating in 
the events organized by the 
Scandinavian Burning Man 
community.
Hanna Husberg, artist, based 
in Stockholm, graduated from 
ENSBA, Paris and currently a 
PhD in Practice candidate at 
the arts academy of Vienna, and 
Laura McLean, artist/curator, 
based in London, graduated 
from Sydney College of Arts 
and Goldsmiths College, employ 
artistic and curatorial practices 
to enquire into the ontological 
and geo-political repercussions 
of the Anthropocene era. 
FRÅN KITWE TILL LAS VEGAS
HORIZON 2050: 
ATT UTVECKLA VÅR CIVILIZATION
CONTINGENT MOVEMENTS ARCHIVE
Jochen Becker 
Denise Scott Brown
Christophe Bram
Hanna Husberg
Laura McLean
THU 17 APRIL
9:00 — 16:00
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Hus 28
Workshop
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Christoph Draeger 
Heidrun Holzfeind
Khaled Ramadan
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Last evening at Borderland
The first gulps of whisky burn all the way down my throat and I feel how 
my stomach warily and uneasily receives it and starts the process of distrib-
uting it to the most needed areas. I had contemplated just sleeping in this 
last night, so I wouldn’t disturb more people. That infidel fool, I feel people 
thinking to themselves as they observe me from afar. What’s my defense? 
It’s not my fault she didn’t want to be naked. Even though that’s neither a 
good argument nor the point, that’ll be my answer for the evening. I don’t 
care how that’ll come across. There was no point in trying to explain or 
reassure them, that I was alright and not a threat. Not directly anyway. They 
would never get me. I would certainly never get them. Not even by force. 
Take another sip. That’s a good girl. No rest for the wicked. Put your boots 
back on. That’s a good girl. I’m not even sure that’s whisky I’m drinking. 
Fog is pouring down the cliffs and mist rolls in from the ocean. Fredrik is 
sleeping unaffected underneath layers of sleeping bags, dust and dew. Let 
him sleep, he’s given all he’s got.
 We scavenge the horizon. The temple, in which the beavers preach, lies 
desolated in the fading sunset. My shoes have lost their heels ages ago, but 
I won’t notice it until I have boarded the ferry for my return to Stockholm 
and realize it’s not the sleep deprivation, the hangover or the ship, that’s 
making me walk funny. The only thing I’m able to notice in the pit, is my 
wounds opening and closing, crust touching sores repeatedly as I continue 
my stumble towards the last bonfire. Our pizza shop is gone, completely dis-
mantled and unrecognizable in the stacked heap with all the other camps’ 
wooden debris. I try to spot the remains of barbecue sauce on any of the 
boards, as we had used it and carefully written Camp Whore in beautiful 
italics before dismembering the sign, and I would love to see those words 
bubble and fizzle in the flames. Someone lights up the pile. Now fire and 
scattered cheers. No speech. Just a conglomeration of depleted stares. I 
wonder what the other people gathered here actually got out of the stay at 
Borderland and what they will bring back. I can’t even begin to imagine 
it, as a very clear voice within me yells, that whatever they got, I surely 
didn’t get it. I got that. Not it. I’d spent the entire day in the ocean trying 
to dissolve some of the dough in my hair, which by now had turned just as 
hard as all the other rocks in the quarry. The salt water poured through 
the wounds and into my body. We bathed, washed each other’s hair, and 
used a pine cone as a brush, like some sort of savages. And now we were 
all gathered here in silence, tired around the fire. Perhaps the kindest of 
the people not belonging to our camp felt sad for me, while others would 
pass me for a crazy fool. I have no way of knowing, only diverted looks to 
base my assumptions on. I shrug and look into the night sky. Despite my 
apparent failure, I feel very much in tune with all of this. Like calm water 
after a storm. Yes. Okay. Let’s go do something, this is after all our last 
night. Let’s find other means of warmth than the fire. The forced squeals of 
excitement from the naked, human-sized man-moths fade into the distance 
as we walk away from the fire, back to somewhere else. 
 Nearly empty bottles are scattered around in the now almost empty 
camps, we suck out the last few drops and carry on to the next camp and 
the next. Then back to the fire, trying to find out who’s got anything left, 
but we guess the act of gift-giving is about over. They’re not at Borderland 
anymore. People have turned away their gazes from this dream contested 
territory on the island and are yet again occupied with the toils of the life 
on the other side of the water. Pack the clothes neatly together, put it in 
the bag, zip the bag, close the trunk. Not us though, not me, and especially 
not Fredrik, who hasn’t got any clothes left to pack. The lifespan of this 
utopia has run its course. I can feel how the stonewalls are starting to cave 
in on the pit. We huff gasoline and pass the jug around, offering some in a 
one-way transaction. We laugh. Up on one mountain, down another, open 
some trunk; find some beer, over the stones, Gustaf falls into the temple’s 
shallow pool, we laugh. Through the temple. Is that my G-string? Up over 
the wall. Look down upon the quarry. Drink until the sun starts to shine 
and laugh into the morning’s dewy, first light. Try to sleep for ten minutes. 
Get back up. Leave no trace. Yeah. Right.
 Earlier that day a girl had ventured back to our pizza place and invited 
us to join a workshop about love at the beaver temple. Since we‘d had a 
crazy, hot headed orgy last night, she argued this workshop would be some-
thing for us. My inability to interact more or less successfully with people 
outside my tribe had grown exponentially with the amount of days, pizza 
and vodka Explorer I had ingested. By now I couldn’t even make sense of 
the sounds coming out between her lips, as if she had addressed us in an 
obscure foreign language. We stood there studying her. Gustaf could still 
understand her as he put down the can of sweet corn he’d been eating. He 
told her that what we had done the night before had nothing to do with 
love. None of our exuberant outbursts were fuelled by love. Sexual yes, but 
as in sexual violence exploding in surges of transgression. He didn’t say 
exactly that. But it is as clear as the sky of that day. The purpose of our 
perversion was undeniable and indefinable.
First day after Borderland
I’m back in my studio at Skeppsholmen. From my window at the noble 
institution of fine arts I look across the water, towards Djurgården. There 
is a feeling of being completely exiled yet still in the epicenter of Stock-
holm. Alone with everybody. My travel from Gotland was from one island 
to another, back to our artistic Fort of Alcatraz last night. I was too tired 
to go anywhere else. Today, in the noon’s serene summer light and after 
my first real shower, reverberations of Borderland start to reappear and 
ripple through my calm, processing present.
 I’m sitting in my studio on my office chair with my dirty laptop in front 
of me and a small towel wrapped around my body. As my eyes drift from the 
screen, to my fingers and further down, I’m met by the echoes of my battles 
on the rocks. How my body moved. How it for moments was something more 
than just a meat sack, partly containing my existence. I let my fingers glide 
gently over the already now romanticized scabs. I peel off a sample, put it 
on the table and stare at it. Contemplating how the lumps of rock, dust and 
pizza still clinging to my hair can be considered accessories. I understand I 
need to collect these lingering debris before the memories have evaporat-
ed or been transformed by the discerning and distant mindset of analysis 
and reconstruction. There are almost no students at the school during this 
time of year. The silence and the smell of paper and inks tantalize me. The 
memories can be coaxed out of my body, and my mind is still too tired to 
pin down the narrative from Borderland. But I think I need to keep busy, 
and let these events drip out of my fingers in the same manner, as I write 
down my dreams. Blast it out over acres of dashboard, mostly in order. But 
as it is with dreams, not everything is clear, so you’ll have to bear with me if 
I confuse myself with someone else, the borders between me and my horde 
of pizza whores are still in a flux. My sores are still very fresh.
Arrival at Borderland
The sky is thick, heavy and white as we step out of my professor’s maroon 
Volvo and onto the dark greyish quarry ground. The cold wind sweeps over 
the empty plains and into my tightly wrapped arms, in through my bones 
and scatters on the wall behind me. Okay. Yes. Of course we should camp 
here. Here in the corner where the sun will hit us as the last camp, if it ever 
starts to shine. This was said to become a week in a temporary utopia, a 
week of hyperspace, where the border between dream and reality would 
merge. A space, I would have to share with a man who called himself Doctor 
Rave. I heard it wrong the first time around, because I was high. He was 
dressed in a doctor’s coat and an old pilot’s helmet. I hadn’t understood the 
dressing up, down or the counter-clockwise memo. I had looked through 
the guidelines though. “Leave No Trace” and “Remember, Safety Third”. 
“If you don’t fuck it up, we won’t tell you what to do”. Okay. So if I do fuck 
up, they will tell me what to do. We who? Wuhuu. The “clown police”?
 I light a cigarette. I wonder what the clown jail looks like, and what sort 
of activities might go on in there. Do they police clowns? Or are they clowns 
because they police what’s serious? Do the clowns who come from the cir-
cus camp feel discriminated against? I don’t think I want executive power 
to exist in a land between dream and reality, even less so if said executive 
power’s accessory is a red nose, and a fire helmet. Fredrik says something 
to me and I stub out my cigarette on the dusty ground. What? He looks at 
me and starts laughing, disheartened. I don’t get it. Oh. Yes. Right. I pick 
the cigarette butt back up and stuff it in my pocket. More caravans arrive. 
Scattered around in the rocky pit they start to set up camp and inhabit it.
CECILIE HUNDEVAD MENG
NU SKA NI FÅ ERA
JÄVLA PIZZOR
(Now you’re gonna get your god damn pizzas) 
In the summer of 2013, a group of students from the Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm, went to Gotland together with Professor Donatella 
Bernardi to participate in the festival Borderland with their project Mejanesse Pizza Camp. More or less directly based on the principles and 
guidelines for the American event Burning Man, this kind of festival experience was a first for any of the students who joined.
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A young man walks toward our corner. I eye him discretely until he comes 
close enough to greet us. Welcome home, he says wearing a matching 
earth tone batik vest and pants. I count the seconds. One thousand, two 
thousand, three thousand, four thousand seconds of sincerity. He lets 
me go, and I slip—somewhat startled—back into my jadedness as he 
continues to the next person, and I pierce Fredrik’s eyes with revulsion 
all the way to the borders of the quarry. How could this person welcome 
me home? I was aware of this greeting being used by the Burning Man, 
but still. How could this man muster that kind of love and warmth for a 
person he didn’t know? Wasn’t that naive? Isn’t that dangerous? Wasn’t 
that fake? Like most happy greetings from strangers usually are? And 
home? Were we of the same kin just because someone had bribed the 
deities to put us in this limestone Colosseum for a laugh? I guess home 
is where the heart is? And the heart should always be in the right place. 
Okay. Yes. A week of living the dream of supposed existential freedom. 
Borders have ends and beginnings. Dreams are no different. Reality is 
the same. Everything has a beginning that forebodes the end. And where 
I end, she begins. She gives me the crazy eyes, and not only when I 
breathe through the bottle. I could feel the convulsions, almost like an 
allergic reaction, start to move through my body. Taunted by promises 
of an actual utopia in the pit, she starts gnawing at me. The bars that 
usually keep her on a safe distance from the outside is corroding at a 
rapid speed. Opposing rules or structures, being anti-traditionalist in all 
or any aspects, are easy and by now a worn out go-to strategy in the 
art world. Like downing drinks and getting drunk—it’s an instinct on the 
same level as breathing. Creative freedom is not achieved by opposing 
or subverting existing structures or institutions. No matter the amount of 
freedom promised, there will always be an equal amount of moral embed-
ded more or less clearly in that said promise. A set of moral codex implies 
a hidden amount of taboos or wrongdoings, which one might stumble into 
more or less willingly. She has now taken me by the hand in a firm grip 
as she continues to explain whether Borderland should be considered a 
religious or spiritual experience, like the beavers preach in their temple 
or like nature represents through the sublime. Borderland is a paradox, 
with just as many moral guidelines and taboos as any other institution, 
be it art school, government or church. I writhe with a tight smile. She’s 
the mean green maenad, my despotic doppelganger. She won’t hesitate 
to eat her young, or devour me in a frantic search for liberation. What 
choices do I even have? Do I comply or do I explore how sturdy the idea 
of this utopia is? If you don’t let me out, I swear to them, by whom my 
people swear, you’ll never get it. Not that, but it. Do you wanna stand 
there with your tight lips or do you wanna go somewhere? Shouldn’t we 
go to find out?
 She had a point and I let her slither out of her cage. Welcome home, 
I end up replying. I feel sorry for myself, as my doppelganger applies 
nail polish and laughs at my petty self-pity. Perhaps Alexander Bard is 
right: the zeitgeist of today’s youth is a loss of the belief in the idea of 
a utopia. And, that Isak from our camp drinks too much. But why? Or 
why not? You’re a good girl, you were raised properly. But perversity is 
inevitable. Paradise was lost a long time ago.
 And so darkness starts to fall upon us and we go to the  Glammageddon 
camp to pass time until the first real day starts. We stomp to the beats 
that sound like any respectable club in Stockholm, which confirms my 
daunting suspicion. This is the same as everything else. We’ve just moved 
the sound system to another weird place. If that’s the case, I would like 
a drink now. I settle for long stares at the moon, then at their giant 
disco ball hanging from a cliff, then at my four fellow pizza stompers 
alone on the rocky dance floor. On my right the wind moves a cluster of 
weeds in the gleam of purple disco light, as if they’re having their own 
little party. I try imitating them for a while, but to no avail. Clearly I’m 
doing something wrong.
First day at Borderland
Doctor Rave, the hyperspace navigator, comes up to us and invites us to 
participate in a role-playing game, where we can be whatever character 
we would like. I ask him if I can be a passive aggressive lawyer in my 
mid-thirties, lactose intolerant and belittling towards women. He doesn’t 
answer me. I never show up to the role-playing game. I never under-
stood the purpose of pretending to be anything else than myself with my 
professor, at some sort of pizza rave, in a fucking stone quarry. Thank 
you, that’s very much surreal enough in itself. The underlying notion of 
a week in freedom and then going back to pretending or lying or being 
miserable was frustratingly provoking. It doesn’t sound that much like a 
quest. Why this pretending for a week or a day or an afternoon? Why not 
transmute? They call it The Borderland, where everything can happen. 
“Radical Inclusiveness”. “Here you can just be yourself”. Great. But then 
let’s go. This search or strive for becoming crackled through me. Then I’ll 
open the floodgates, free fall flow river flow. I’m gonna go mad like the 
fool and the hermit and find out. Even though everything is accepted, and 
we only had been here for sixteen hours, I already felt that a good portion 
of the Mejanesse, P. Daddy, Camp Whore—I don’t think we ever stuck to 
one name—was starting to take on the “roles” as the village idiots. The 
heretics, inhabiting the furthest corner of the quarry. The house at the 
end of the street. People dressed in feathers move across the plane like 
colorful tumbleweed. My only dress-up is the doppelganger tied around my 
neck like a shining Ouroboros choker, and a bracelet I stole in a car shop 
in some town on the island. Shine bright like a diamond. Crazy Diamond. 
Shine on. Moonshine. Yes. Please.
 The first real day turns into the first real night, and our tribe provides 
the fire for the pyre, that’s going to initiate this entire ordeal. Brooks, the 
master of the ceremony, meanders epically around the flames clothed in a 
big red fur coat. Fumes of gasoline wash over me, merge with the  hashish 
and periodically drowns out the preaching. The only thing I had been ex-
pecting was pizza for a week. A shitload of pizza. Given away as gifts in a 
one-way transaction, cracking jokes about money. True enough, I sit some-
where between the stone and the fire and don’t know or shouldn’t know 
how my so-called burn was going to be. And true enough the only advice 
he would give was to let go off the expectations. She had been right so far, 
my despotic shadow, and now even Brooks was saying the same. Work sets 
up the distinction between the sacred and the profane, so if I were to let 
go of that securing expectation and dive into the unimaginable, what would 
happen? My thoughts and the silence got broken by the sound of Fredrik 
opening a beer can somewhere in the crowd. We giggle. Baby’s on fire.
 The circle disperses and we take our fire burning off a young tree 
back with us to our encampment and triumphantly place it on top of the 
mount of our tribe. Fire. We’ll teach you to burn. The potent darkness 
pierced with heavy beats through our own poor sound system slams ev-
erywhere on the walls of the quarry. Cranked with a megaphone we cast 
incantations commanding the uninitiated “No Stress”. Our eyes widen 
and darken in amazement when we discover our titanic shadows on the 
lime walls. A thousand years later it still brings it. The metamorphosis 
has started brewing there in the thickness from the smoke machine. 
Fredrik is the first to shed his skin, as Gustaf dresses him in a t-shirt 
with the proud print of our institution, the Royal Institute of Art. Fredrik 
embarks on a shamanistic striptease, swaying and gliding voluptuously 
over the rocks. And he grabs his t-shirt and tears at it with grimaces 
of suffering, rips it off and rubs it dramatically against his crotch and 
then, puts it on the flames. We all laugh and howl—our professor includ-
ed—and he hurls it around his majestic, over-nourished body and puts it 
out on the ground. Our shadows keep growing until the flames diminish 
like Fredrik’s shirt did in the darkness. As every beat of the drum and 
every pound from the bass drags up the sun, we go for some rounds of 
antiquing, throwing flour in each other’s faces, squatting over the smoke 
machine pretending the smoke is our farts. Magnificent, ancient gallery. 
Dude, where’s my iPhone?
Second day at Borderland
The sun’s blazing down now and reaches our tent mercilessly. The drink-
ing water in our camp has been transformed to a lukewarm kind of liquid 
plastic. Even if you’re not hung over, that water can’t quench anything. 
Now we’re all living in a deep pan stone oven. Fredrik and I pull ourselves 
to the nearest edge of the island. He pounds the leftover white wine, takes 
pictures, tries to upload and tag people who are not there at Borderland. 
The internet coverage here is so terrible that it seems like Fredrik succeeds 
through the act of sheer willpower. Meanwhile I try to recharge my body in 
the cool water. From a stone I lower my hair into the calm shallow ocean 
and it starts imitating the native seaweed perfectly as I lie there completely 
exhausted and somehow lose Fredrik on the beach, even though we hav-
en’t moved anywhere. I stare up through the saturated blue and the hours 
pass through eternities of white light and dry bleached rock. We’d been 
listening to the Grateful Dead. I used to listen to them a lot together with 
my ex-boyfriend, and it feels like an appropriate soundtrack for mimicking 
a genuine experience a Deadhead might have had decades ago. But now 
it’s just me here, as pale as the white rocks in the warm white light. Love 
conquers all. It’s a nice thought.
Third day at Borderland
Fredrik is still wearing the remnants of the Mejan t-shirt, or the royal 
crop top as it is now. Some of us have taken a trip to Visby. This, this 
is the way, this is the way I wanna live. The sun is always up, and it 
always sets in the sea. Andreas and I wrestle violently on the beach. 
My muscles are evolving, the body loves it. Fuck. Yeah. I felt that. I feel 
it. Was this the night with the full moon? I’m going through changes. 
When the moon hits your eyes like a big pizza pie. My hair bristles 
with dust from the quarry and sand from the beach like green fur 
that wantonly glows around me. I’m going through changes. More. My 
mouth tastes like firewater, strawberries and lime. Vodka. Explorer. His 
ear is bleeding now. Someone has to point that out to me. I’m sorry. I 
have a tube of burger dressing in my bag. Then, somehow, it’s all over 
Fredrik and he takes a bath in a pond and I wash my hair. If you have 
to find a responsible person, all you have to do is to look in a mirror. 
I have a mirror, I apply make-up. I’m ready. We return to Borderland. 
Isak is mad. The fairer sex doesn’t open up for him. No warmth, no 
rotating tits. We all laugh. Nighttime is the right time, and the only 
one returning a bit cold from our crusade in Visby, is a naked Fredrik, 
wrapped like an adult burrito baby Jesus. I have been craving it since 
the first bottle. Not burrito. It. What a delightful surprise it is as I raise 
my hand and offer myself warm blooded as some sort of fairer sex. I 
was menstruating earlier, but it’s a full moon now. Let’s go. While the 
lips excitedly strike up the deal, it leaves the sweet aftertaste of a dare 
in my mouth. Yet I cannot figure out, whom I’m challenging? Whether 
I’m challenging Isak, or if my despotic doppelganger is challenging 
me? She tells me, that it didn’t matter. She saw what I did there, and 
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she raised me. The rock mattered right now, sex, drugs and a weird 
playlist about pizzas. Potato, potato, tomato, tomato. Baby, I’m ready 
to go. Lack, which wanted to be covered by lust. Lust that didn’t want 
to wait anymore. Everybody nods, and we go up on top of the crater to 
consummate this—for the entire camp—beneficial deal. Let’s fuck that 
frown upside down. He brings blankets to shield us from at least a bit 
of the razor sharp terrain. A sweet gesture, which however can’t save 
the skin and doesn’t care about whether it’s covering flesh or rock. I’m 
on top, and I feel how my knees drill themselves down into the quarry. 
I look at him, I look at the dark pines. The camps at the edge of the 
forest. Hot Freaks. This one is on the house. Gift-giving is never just a 
one-way transaction. Everybody wins.
 The night fades into smoke from Isak’s pipe, the soul’s walking stick. 
Blunt stomps in the rocky garden. In the last scenes from that morning, 
we clear the altar in the Beaver temple, one sweep and grab each other. 
I don’t have a clear idea what comes before that, but I remember the air 
bubbles from my boots as I refuse to use the stepping stones laid out as 
a bridge and with drunken stubbornness opt for the direct route through 
the murky pond up to the temple. We fall asleep naked and satisfied on 
top of the altar, enshrouded in thin white linen like gaseous halos from 
gilded portals that run through the abandoned temple. Clothes hanging 
like tattered flags swaying calmly in the morning breeze. I dream heavily 
in brief intervals bathed in the pale light. Half asleep, half awake. Swarms 
of receptors in my body savour the smell of man. Quivering eyelids reveal 
my green hair interwoven with fiery red.
 It is like that. One week stretches itself out and becomes small, like 
interlinked eternities, where the aspect of time disappears into space, yet 
you continue to evolve and it is finite. And this is acknowledged in the 
same way as gravity almost. Night and day exist only as weak structures, 
and structures only as abstract concepts, in which subversion is as true as 
its original intent. I guess that is what Dr. Rave was getting at in his coat 
and silly hat. Or I don’t know. It seems as if we’ll never exist on any of 
the same space and times axes. Or perhaps we did one time, but perhaps 
that was with another guy. Somehow it seems almost too easy. Being here 
at Borderland, withdrawn from the evil, careless world outside. Happily 
secluded, with selected valuables from the outside world which for all the 
Borderlanders seem lost. This is like a Noah’s ark, but instead of there 
being actual animals, people dresses up like them and brings their favor-
ite essentials to a new world, to the dream of a promised land. With one 
exception, an accepted and expected return. The promise only lasts until 
the time and resources run out, and they have to go back to Moloch’s 
exertions. Don’t worry, there is always next year.
Fourth day at Borderland
As some people send lanterns across the evening sky, our oven blazes 
and glows, spitting up flames from the chimney, with the will of a dying 
star. We consume every single thing we can get our hands on. By now I 
have given up on integrating with the community of rabbits and beavers 
and circus. It had seemed like an impossible task from day one, and I had 
turned myself into pizza more times, than I had turned pizza into actual 
produce. But if they—or I—had expected all pizzas to be actual or normal 
pizzas, we had clearly all planned too much. I am a pizza, with extra cheese. 
Pepperoni. No phony-baloney.
 Gustaf wears a yellow shirt he found in the temple. He has a book in 
his hand and he preaches mad rants, aggressive nonsense, about being a 
bus-driver, hating the job and the people onboard. This is rapture, if I should 
ever witness one. Fredrik is wearing a top as a skirt and has pulled his dick 
out through its front. Our laughs don’t sound like laughs anymore. More like 
savage squeals or the sound hyenas make when they hunt, yet this is not a 
regression to a primordial state, but the sound of evolution far beyond the 
constraints of our contemporary vocal chords. We’re going through changes. 
This is the way we wanna live. And none of us can really explain what is hap-
pening, but we all feel the exuberant surge of life flow through us. Lisa and I 
make out. We’re all laughing, laughing at the lanterns, laughing at Borderland, 
laughing at Fredrik’s dick. Deeper swigs of the Explorer as my despot starts 
asking questions. She asks me, what besides the alcohol is fuelling this ec-
stasy? I realize that we—my despot and I—for the first time are in complete 
unison. We’re not fighting each other, I don’t have to try and subdue her. We 
all do what we want and it ripples through us in contagious ecstasy. This is 
highest level of participation I can muster. Detached from everything on this 
plane yet having complete awareness of this detachment. How other people 
observe us, as I observe them, while my gaze explodes over the entire quarry. 
A raving race towards the precipice, a release into the chaos of what seems 
like weightlessness. Unconsciously conscious. As the groping intensifies, the 
clothing diminishes. No. Not love, but the kind of eroticism and lustfulness 
that in its nature holds a dangerous excess of energy, an indiscriminate threat 
to all sides of life as it blasts through our group of pizza freaks. The dream 
of becoming oneself. What a delightful dream. Here a dream set within the 
framework of reality. What a tormenting dream. Time and humans are never 
on the side of utopia, because they’re not constant. As their cells in their 
body decay, their driving force is inevitably that of destruction. The fabric 
of life, a fragile veil, embraces the human mind with the fear and manifests 
false evidence appearing as real. Infinity is not static, yet that is the only way 
we seem to be able to grasp it. So we flee to the Borderland, where the real 
conditions of human life are put on hold. The cheat snack in your vegan diet. 
This is how the world could be. Or should be. But isn’t. Here is no hunger, 
just gifts. Here is no judgment, just a suspicious glare over our naked pizza 
covered pile of pizza whores. Beats castrate the silence. The dark of night 
evaporates in the lights and fires. Borderland is just as abusive as I am. Bor-
derland truly is that impossible connection with the world, but it seems like I 
understand it very differently. I’m scorned by the border-fissure. I’m burned 
by the paradoxical nature of this land. Their rules are just as ambiguous as 
the utopia. The passion for the destruction is a creative passion. And soon 
enough I’ll have my title, my proof of being a master of fine art. Here is an-
other institutional take on unfolding our creative mind. Yet for the spectators 
watching our celebration at a safe distance, this is something scary, tragic and 
daunting. What are they doing, what do they think they’re doing? We’re not 
heretics, or perhaps yes, here we are. Unsure about whom I mean, when I say 
we. This explosion of erotic frenzy, a vertiginous explosion through the mind 
is perhaps what could be defined and experienced as a brief or infinite utopian 
sensation. Fuck forever. Perhaps we have turned our hair into pizza before 
that. Gotta let it show, I love the dough. Hey. Lisa and I go into the tent and 
are quickly joined by others in unbound orgiastic fusion. I’m reminded of the 
weed moving in the gleam of purple light, as all our bodies move in morphic 
resonance in the tent. We’re weed. Hands groping and mouths kissing. Hot 
freaks. This one is on the house. Wild tongues in my mouth. When my eyes 
slides open, a different face is over me. People are morphing between each 
other like in a lucid, juicy dream, if I should ever witness one. We’re inside 
the tent, we’re outside. This is the last great fire. We ride tonight, Valhalla 
someone yells and let the roar die out in liquor. They’ve burned bras before, 
but now let’s burn everything. No Stress. No more restraints, this is it, we’re 
ascending and descending. We’ll have to die fighting and I love a good fight. 
Everybody knows it has to happen tonight. Not that, but it.
 This is the last night of our oven. The thresholds of our home are al-
ready under attack from the inevitable end. Why not burn down the house 
ourselves, like the oven’s temperature rises and starts to burst through the 
cracks of its very own foundation. We ride tonight. I rip open Petra’s shirt 
and take out her boobs. She smiles at me diplomatically.  Overbearing like 
a parent smiles at a child acting out, trying to keep the peace by remain-
ing passive. I owe her a favorite shirt. We all have to shed our skin now. 
I don’t know how many naked pizzas we make, but hey Sara from the 
Rabbit camp, you seem pretty cool, it seems like you get it, I’ll give you a 
hand … Radically, literally speaking. Burn everything. The end is moving 
closer. The gravity is getting heavier. More force is needed. Gustaf is 
preaching again, preaching violently and yelling. He pushes me. We ride 
tonight. I charge him, he charges me. I push him. Head first. We wrestle, 
we make out, he preaches, I incite him. A constant push and pull. This is 
on. Baby’s on fire. Yet fire cannot burn us. He pushes me violently and I 
stumble backwards for what seems like miles. I gain foothold and launch 
right back into him. No holding back. No constraints, the surge is strong, 
the muscles are pulsating. As we dance my despot squeals and cheers me 
on. My consciousness has fragmented into a multiverse of awareness. The 
feeling of unease as people watches us with disapproval and perhaps even 
fear, which only spurs us on. Here are the artists, the “real” artists from 
the Royal Institute of Art creating art. Is that art? At a safe distance from 
us a guy is melting metal on our furnace and also creating art. Is that art? 
Even though a very fine title is one of the very finest things we receive at 
our very fine school, it seems as if people are questioning our notion of 
creative freedom or even creativity or freedom. What are we? We are the 
raving ones, the heathens. Weed in the garden, indigestible pizzas. We 
don’t even care if the rest of the land gets it. This unconstrained dream 
and reality. This is the freedom long sought for and only achieved by 
abolishing the rules and morals supposed to ensure the very freedom and 
togetherness promised. It is not a good versus evil kind of pizza party, it’s 
not a negation of good. This is a performative statement—as we’ll call it 
in hindsight. All aspects of my personality are involved and evolved as we 
are free-falling over the abyss into annihilation. Wild cries. Wild violence. 
Wild dance. Wild emotion. All in convulsive turbulence. Enjoy this. Revel 
in this rare, true moment of bliss. Divine and profane, as I bellow, that I 
am the pizza, and in the periphery detect our professor observing us—not 
in horror—but with the unflappable calmness of a participatory scientist 
in the middle of her field. I can only imagine how she must feel, having 
led a Trojan horse into their unspoiled safe haven.
 And as quickly as it escalated, as quickly it’s over. Our work here is 
done, the furnace have burned down. My hair is piled up high and drenched 
in canned mushrooms, dough and pineapple, we go and find some powder 
to ingest. Now I’m pizza mediciano. I’m wearing something, but it’s not my 
clothes, it’s just whatever I could find, these shoes are way too small, and 
we go dancing until my hydrogen is used up and I crash-land in a metallic 
box. A guy sits in it already. I’m confused and starting to get cold as if I 
fell out from the sky. The dough has settled into a concrete-like substance. 
I’m confused. He says something about traveling into each other’s soul in 
the tin foil box and takes my hands. He looks me in the eyes. I’ll give him 
some travel, and I stare back until we start to make out. I have no idea, 
who he is, but I’m almost sure he wasn’t wearing a hat. He manages to 
get free after a while. I forgot I was going to hold on until he would give 
up, but I’m so tired now. When he gets up, I pass out in the soul-travel-box 
while another club night at Glamageddon carries on. What had I become? 
A menace to society? A product thereof? Through a total forfeit in the idea 
of utopia, yet within the dream of one, I was able to experience and react 
to the fissure between freedom of the individual and the land. “Welcome 
home”. Home is where the heart is. It is where she is. I get up from the 
box, and stumble back to the furthest corner of the quarry. I feel as dense 
as the breeze, that pushes me towards home, and as I move through the 
cold light of early day, I start stringing together the pieces. For the first 
time in my life, I can clearly see who she is, and what I failed to realize 
because of the fear, because she seemed malicious or destructive towards 
any system I tried to assimilate into. She is not my despotic doppelganger, 
she never was. She is my liberator. My libertine. My utopia.
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“A lot of things aren’t what they seem, are they? 
Take the painting’s aura of completion, for instance. 
Let’s call this sense of completion the painting’s 
normalcy. What if this normalcy is 
only a screen memory—a projected 
image of comfort, based on social 
stereotypes, used to mask an un-
bearable true event that cannot be 
faced without grave psychic dam-
age? In this scenario the painting’s 
comfort, its sense of naturalness, 
comes only from repressed indoctri-
nation, covering up subjugation and 
abuse. Your root, your true self, is 
a false mirror. Who knows what’s 
really there? It’s a moot point now, 
because nothing’s been left behind. You are only 
compliance.” (From Goin’ Home, Goin’ Home 
by Mike Kelley 1995)
The talk will focus on the chart drawn by Mike Kelley 
for the exhibition Educational Complex Onwards (Wiels 
Brussels/Museion Bolzano 2009), and will use it as a 
possible interpretation of the artist’s last body of work, 
and latest survey exhibition at PS1.
”Mycket är inte vad det framstår som, eller hur? Ta 
 exempelvis en målnings aura av fullbordan. Låt oss kalla 
denna känsla av fullbordan för målningens normalitet. 
Tänk om denna normalitet bara är 
ett minne på en duk – en projicerad 
bild till tröst, baserad på sociala ste-
reotyper, som brukas för att dölja en 
outhärdlig verklig händelse som man 
inte kan konfronteras med utan all-
varlig psykisk skada? I detta scenario 
bottnar målningens förmåga att skänka 
tröst, dess känsla av naturlighet, enbart 
i undertryckt indoktrinering, som döl-
jer underkastelse och förtryck.  Roten 
i dig, ditt sanna jag, är en falsk speg-
ling. Vem vet vad som verkligen finns 
där? Det är en ickefråga, eftersom inget lämnas kvar. 
Du är enbart samtycke.” (Ur Goin’ Home, Goin’ Home 
av Mike Kelley 1995)
Samtalet kommer att fokusera på det diagram Mike 
 Kelley ritade upp till utställningen Educational Com-
plex Onwards (Wiels Brussels/Museion Bolzano 200), 
och använder det som en möjlig tolkning av konstnärens 
sista verk, och senaste samlingsutställning på PS1.
Modernity since the 19th century, as we refer to it, 
was a decisive time for normalisation in that it es-
tablished dichotomic divisions between culture and 
nature, subject and object, rational 
and irrational, normal and abnormal. 
It was during this period that terms 
such as schizophrenia were coined 
to denominate those who could not 
be clearly classified on either side 
of the demarcations. Hybridity was 
hence considered as running con-
trary to the distinctions that we have 
come to accept as normal. 
 The exhibition approaches the 
theme of normalcy by looking at ways 
of destabilising these divides. One 
facet of getting outside of our usual logic and into a 
different one, and as a possible dehors of the normal, 
is the realm of the subconscious, rituals and trance. 
Tiden från 1800-talet och framåt, som kallar för 
moderni te ten, var en avgörande tid för normalise-
ring genom att den etablerade dikotoma uppdelning-
ar mellan kultur och natur, subjekt 
och objekt, rationellt och irrationellt, 
normalt och onormalt. Det var  under 
 denna period som begrepp som schi-
zofreni myntades för att benämna 
dem som inte klart kunde klassifice-
ras på endera sidan av avgränsning-
arna. Hybriditet betraktades därför 
gå stick i stäv med de distinktioner 
som vi har kommit att acceptera som 
normala.
Utställningen närmar sig temat 
normalitet genom att titta på olika 
sätt att destabilisera dessa uppdelningar. En aspekt 
av att gå utanför vår vanliga logik och in i en annan, 
som ett möjligt dehors av det normala, är det under-
medvetnas sfär, ritualer och trance.
Normalcy strives for balance, stasis, predictability. Ex-
plosions on the other hand represent the anomalous, 
the instantaneous disruption of normalcy. Explosions 
are physical events as well as aesthetic 
spectacles. As spectacles, they are fre-
quently employed or referenced in art, 
film and literature etc. for their sheer 
aesthetic impact and their symbolic 
potential. As actual events, they have 
the power to shape history, politics, 
landscapes etc. This theme will look 
at both, the physical qualities and real 
effects of explosions as well at their 
metaphorical and symbolic potential 
through a series of workshops and 
events open for students, culminating 
with a blast led by artist Assa Kauppi.
PUMP IT!
Johan Wik’s spectacular video work is inspired by 
commercials as well as Hollywood movies. They are 
often an expression of restrained aggressions and use 
violence as a release for anger and frustration over 
the enforced, the glitzy, the moralising and the men-
dacious that keeps all societies together. The lecture 
is about how Johan Wik makes video art from inspira-
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Mike Kelley: En återblick på 
Educational Complex Onwards
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WED 23 APRIL
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Hus 28
14:00 — 15:00
Johan Wik
Lecture
Anne Pontégnie is an 
independent curator and art 
critic. She is Le Consortium 
(Dijon) co-director at large, 
and curator of Cranford 
Collection in London. Between 
2005 and 2008, she was 
Wiels chief curator. In 2003 
she co-curated the Lyon 
Biennial, and the Printemps 
de Septembre in Toulouse 
in 2011. She has curated 
numerous monographies with 
artists such as Christopher 
Wool, Douglas Huebler, 
Kelley Walker, Mark Leckey, 
Daan Van Golden or Roe 
Ethridge, and the Mike Kelley 
retrospective Educational 
Complex Onwards (Wiels and 
Museion Bolzano 2009). She 
writes regularly for catalogues 
and magazines.
Annette Felleson has exhibited at 
Liljevalchs, Edsvik Konsthall 
and Wannås. Her art has 
mainly been installation and 
performance. The main focus of 
her work has been the meeting 
of cultures, communication 
and movement. She works as a 
lecturer at the Royal Institute of 
Art since 1995.
Johan Wik (1975), educated at 
the Royal Academy of Art in 
Stockholm. Johan Wik’s film 
art is inspired by both TV 
commercials and Hollywood. In 
his videos Wik often expresses 
powerful pent-up aggressions 
and uses violence as a 
redemptive valve for anger and 
frustration over the moral, the 
polished and the mendacious 
that hold societies together.
Assa Kauppi, born 1977, lives 
and works in Stockholm, 
Sweden. She graduated from 
Anne Pontégnie
with Magnus af Petersens
Annette Felleson, Johan Wik, 
Assa Kauppi and Mikael Pauli, 
in the presence of Roman 
Signer
THU 17 APRIL
17:00 — 20:00
Index
Kungsbrostrand 
17–19
Exhibition opening
In collaboration 
with Index, Goethe 
Institut and Institut 
Français
Exhibition time
Fri 18 April – 
Sat 3 May
TUE 22 APRIL
15:30 — 18:00
Moderna Museet
The Cinema
Film screening
Kristina Buch
Maya Deren
Juan Downey
Camille Henrot
Carsten Höller 
Kapwani Kiwanga 
Joachim Koester 
Cristóbal Lehyt 
Egill Sæbjörnsson
Curated by Stefanie Hessler
Stefanie Hessler is a curator 
from Germany, currently based 
in Stockholm. She is interested 
in systems of representation 
and social conventions, and 
her work can turn to language, 
economics and cybernetics or 
to simply asking the question 
what is normal and why we 
have come to accept that.
Outside Outside
Normalitet strävar efter balans och förutsägbarhet. Ex-
plosioner å andra sidan representerar det avvikande, 
den momentana störningen av normalitet. Explosioner 
är fysiska händelser samt estetiska 
spektakel. Som spektakel förekommer 
de i konst, film och litteratur för deras 
estetiska påverkan och symboliska po-
tential. Som verkliga händelser har de 
makt att forma historia, politik, land-
skap etc. Temat kommer att ta upp 
både de fysiska egenskaperna och de 
verkliga effekterna av explosioner, 
samt deras metaforiska och symboliska 
potential genom en serie workshops 
och händelser öppna för studenter, vil-
ka kulminerar i en sprängning ledd av 
konstnären Assa Kauppi.
PUMP IT!
Johan Wiks spektakulära videoverk hämtar inspiration 
från såväl reklam- som Hollywoodfilm. De ger ofta ut-
tryck för uppdämda aggressioner och använder våld som 
en förlösande ventil för ilska och frustration över det 
påtvingade, det glättiga, det moraliserande och det för-
ljugna som håller alla samhällen samman. Föreläsningen 
kommer handla om hur Johan Wik gör videokonst från 
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A clown is a special character. We laugh with his/
her jokes but we are looking at ourselves in a mirror. 
We laugh at ourselves. A clown shows us our sad 
and pathetic life. Important and essential issues are 
converted to jokes. And on the other 
hand, a clown is a revolutionary and 
anarchistic character. Doesn´t bend 
to authority and fights with humour 
against it. Doesn´t like normal life. 
A clown always asks: “Why?” In this 
project, we want to join these char-
acteristics to break the routine in the 
art school. We want to experiment 
with ‘normal’ art forms and other 
ways of expression. Per Sörberg, 
clown teacher at Stockholm Acade-
my of Dramatic Arts, and his students 
will collaborate in this project to help us to create and 
to understand the clown character, their point of view 
about the ‘normalcy’ and teach us their ‘acting’ and 
‘performance’ methods. Clowning around is another 
way of making art, another way of understanding life.
En clown är en speciell figur. Vi skrattar med hens 
skämt men vi ser oss själva bli speglade. Vi skrattar 
åt oss själva. En clown visar oss våra ledsamma och 
patetiska liv. Viktiga och essentiella frågeställningar 
omvandlas till skämt. Och å andra si-
dan, är clownen en revolutionär och 
anarkistisk karaktär. Viker inte för 
auktoriteter och slåss med humor mot 
dem. Gillar inte det normala livet. En 
clown frågar alltid: ”Varför?” I det här 
projektet, vill vi sammanfoga dessa 
egenskaper för att bryta rutinen inom 
konstskolan. Vi vill experimentera 
med ’normala’ konstformer och andra 
uttryck. Per Sörberg, clownlärare vid 
Stockholms dramatiska högskola, och 
hans studenter samarbetar med oss i 
detta projekt för att hjälpa oss att förstå clownkaraktä-
ren, dess syn på ’normaliteten’ och lära oss dess meto-
der för ’agerande’. Att clowna runt är ett annat sätt att 
göra konst, ett annat sätt att förstå livet.
Is a program of screenings, performances and con-
versations that bring together artists, comedians and 
thinkers who are interested in comedic methods, with-
out primarily aiming for entertainment. We’re interest-
ed in bad jokes, jokes in the wrong 
place or at the wrong time. Jokes 
that are way too much or much too 
little. Jokes which—because we don’t 
find them funny—may require us to 
think about meaning and reality in 
more interesting ways.
 Dysfunctional Comedy will feel 
like a variety show or like a festive 
night at the cabaret or perhaps, ac-
tually, more like being stuck at your 
least favorite aunt and uncle’s on a 
Sunday afternoon, drinking too much 
hot chocolate, eating too many stale cookies just to 
avoid having to say anything while looking at hun-
dreds of vacation photos on their new iPad. (The iPad 
has an embossed vinyl faux Louis Vuitton case).
Är ett program med filmvisningar, performances och 
samtal som för samman konstnärer, komiker och tän-
kare som är intresserade av komikens metoder, utan 
att primärt syfta till att roa. Vi är intresserade av dåliga 
skämt, skämt på fel plats och vid fel 
tidpunkt. Skämt som går för långt eller 
för kort. Skämt som – eftersom vi inte 
tycker att de är roliga – kräver att vi 
tänker på mening och verklighet på 
mer intressanta sätt.
Dysfunktionell komedi kommer att 
kännas som en varietéföreställning el-
ler en festkväll på kabarén eller kan-
ske, snarare, mer som att vara fast hos 
din faster och farbror som du hatar 
på en söndagseftermiddag, dricka för 
mycket varm choklad, äta för många 
torra kakor enbart för att kunna undvika att säga något 
samtidigt som du ser hundratals semesterbilder på deras 
iPad. (iPaden har ett graverat fejk- Louis  Vuitton-skal 
av plast.)
Clown Project Clownprojektet
Dysfunctional Comedy Dysfunktionell Komedi
LUNCHTIME
INTERVENTIONS
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
THU 24 APRIL
19:00 — 21:30
Weld
Norrtullsgatan 7
Variety Show
Sally O’Reilly, artist
Roee Rosen, artist
Aron Flam, comedian
RATTELSCHNECK/ 
Benjamin Schiffner, 
cartoonist and writer
Joanna Rytel, artist
Lívia Páldi, curator
Olav Westphalen, artist
and others
Dysfunctional Comedy 
is co-organized by Lívia 
Páldi, curator at Baltic 
Art Center, Gotland, and 
Olav Westphalen, artist 
and professor at the Royal 
Institute of Art.
THU 24 APRIL
9:00 — 13:00
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Mellanrummet
Workshop
Statistics, as man’s efforts to quantify the future, has a 
normalized history of its own. In particular, normal distri-
bution—originally a useful discovery to categorize obser-
vations of “heavenly bodies” in our uni-
verse—became also a tool to normalize 
individuals in society. I would like to 
consider this probability distribution 
philosophically and illustrate how its 
development fabricated the so-called 
“average men” and “rational players”, 
constrained to narrow probability spac-
es and deprived of our true potential to 
radically change the future. Thus, as 
the powers of control increase, so does 
the imperative to deviate from prefig-
ured norms. As the infinitely bounded 
distribution itself dictates, we can deviate so: all the way 
to infinity.
Statistik, människans ansträngning att kvantifiera framti-
den, har en egen normaliserad historia. I synnerhet, nor-
maldistributionen – ursprungligen en användbar upptäckt 
för att kategorisera observationer av 
vårt universums “himlakroppar” – blev 
också ett verktyg för att normalisera in-
divider i vårt samhälle. Jag skulle vilja 
överväga denna sannolikhetsfördelning 
filosofiskt och visa hur dess utveck-
ling skapade “genomsnittsmänniskan” 
samt “rationella aktörer”, begränsade 
till smala sannolikhetsrymder och från-
tagna vår sanna potential att radikalt 
förändra framtiden. Så på samma gång 
som kontrollkrafterna ökar, så ökar im-
perativet att avvika från fördefinierade 
normer. Som den oändligt avgränsade distributionen själv 
dikterar, kan vi avvika: hela vägen till evigheten.
Born in the Dominican 
Republic in 1986, raised in 
Cyprus, Emiddio Vasquez 
divides his time between 
philosophy, mathematics, 
sound and visual art. He 
is preoccupied with the 
problematics of continuity 
and discontinuity, their 
manifestation in culture and 
their actualization in politics. 
He occasionally addresses 
these questions through sound 
and images. He is currently 
based in London where he 
works as a tutor.
We are an international artist 
and student group. We are 
interested in investigating what 
happens when art is viewed 
by a clown, and to understand 
other ways to make art.
Juanma González. Studied media 
at Universidad Europea de 
Madrid (1999). Started to 
study Fine Arts in Universidad 
Complutense de Madrid 
(2008). Currenly studying at 
the Royal Institute of Art.
Let’s Deviate: 
All the way to infinity
Låt oss avvika: 
Hela vägen till evigheten
O. Emiddio Vasquez Hadjilyra
Juanma González, with 
Liz K. Peñuela, Filippa Wikner, 
Nicolas Lillo, Gabriella 
Forzelius, Camilla Carlsen 
and others
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the Royal Institute of Art 
in Stockholm in 2011. Assa 
Kauppi took a year off in 
her art studies to work 
with explosives, she is 
now authorized to work 
with dynamite as a rock 
blaster. She works as a 
sculptor, mostly with bronze.
Competition is a recurring 
theme in the artistic 
narrative of Assa Kauppi.
15:00 — 16:00
Mikael Pauli
Artist talk
tions and ideas to finished film. An intense supernova 
of fun and violence!
Mikael Pauli
Mikael Pauli uses the laws of nature as a driving force 
in his works, and lets the process direct the results. 
He currently works with light and water, but has also 
used explosives to shape material. Mikael Pauli mainly 
does public works and will come to the Royal Institute 
of Art for an artist’s talk.  
inspiration och idéer till färdig film. En intensiv super-
nova av humor och våld!
Mikael Pauli
Mikael Pauli använder fysiska fenomen som drivkraft i 
sina verk och låter processen vara vägledande för slut-
resultatet. Han arbetar bl.a. med ljus och vatten, men 
har även använt sprängmedel för att forma material. 
Mikael Pauli arbetar huvudsakligen med offentliga verk 
och kommer till Kungl. Konsthögskolan för ett samtal 
om sitt konstnärskap.
–
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Everything goes at the Normalcy Bar! We welcome you 
to take part in the Normalcy club night at Moderna 
Museet with normal music, normal interventions and 
normal interruptions of the symbolic 
order.
 Expect the unexpected at Normal-
cy Bar: a friendly take-over of the 
sea, the skies and the electromagnet-
ic spectrum, ending with a M good 
bye, a M thank you, a M welcome and 
a M good luck!
 Performances and interventions 
by, among others: Klas Eriksson, 
 Cecilie Hundevad Meng and Fredrik 
Fermelin, Mare Liberum (Jens Evalds-
son, Lisa Gideonsson, Marja Knape 
and Gustaf Londré), Joanna Nordin, Isabel Löfgren 
and Per Hüttner, Weld.
 I, I, I (Aj, Aj, Aj) by Weld: “I, I, I or pronounced 
in Swedish Aj, Aj, Aj is a durational, participatory, 
trance, speculative sound installation for many voic-
es. In the age of self-fulfillment, me myself and I, 
the hunt for subjectivity. In the wish for a larger 
understanding. In the letting go of oneself for the 
collective mind. In the schizophrenia of these simul-
taneously unrestful minds.”
 Ö—An Archipelago Odyssey by Isabel Löfgren and 
Per Hüttner: “For the Normalcy project, we will build a 
pirate radio station on the floats of Mare Liberum. As 
an allusion to Radio Nord, a pirate radio station boat 
anchored on the edge of the archipelago in the late 
60s, we will broadcast sound and text artworks that tell 
about the actual expedition to the lost island. A water 
symphony, a found radio newsreel from World War II, 
commercials from Radio Nord, a dialogue between the 
captain and a crew member of the Ö boat are examples 
of what listeners will catch on the airwaves.”
Allt är möjligt på Normalcy Bar! Vi välkomnar dig att 
vara med på en klubbkväll i normalitetens tecken med 
normal musik, normala interventioner och normala brott 
mot den symboliska ordningen.
Vänta det oväntade på Normalcy 
Bar: ett välvilligt övertagande av ha-
ven, himlarna och de elektromagne-
tiska spektrumen, som slutar i ett M 
hej då, ett M tack så mycket och M 
lycka till!
Performances och interventioner 
av bland andra: Klas Eriksson, Cecilie 
Hundevad Meng and Fredrik Ferme-
lin, Mare Liberum (Jens Evaldsson, 
Lisa Gideonsson, Marja Knape och 
Gustaf Londré), Joanna Nordin, Isabel 
Löfgren och Per Hüttner, Weld.
Aj, Aj, Aj (I, I, I) av Weld: “Aj, Aj, Aj eller på engel-
ska I, I, I är en pågående, deltagande, trans, spekulativ 
ljudinstallation för många röster. I självförverkligandets 
tidsålder, mig jag själv och jag, jakten på subjektivitet. 
En önskan om ökad förståelse. Att släppa taget om sig 
själv i det kollektiva. I schizofrenin hos dessa samtidigt 
rastlösa sinnen.”
 Ö – En Skärgårdsodyssé av Isabel Löfgren och 
Per Hüttner: ”Till Normalcyprojektet kommer vi bygga 
en piratradiostation på Mare Liberums flottar.  Som en 
anspelning på Radio Nord, ett piratradioskepp ankrat 
i skärgårdens utkant i slutet av 60-talet, kommer vi att 
sända ljud- och textverk som berättar något om expe-
ditionen till den förlorade ön. En vattensymfoni, ett 
upphittat radionyhetsprogram från Andra Världskriget, 
en dialog mellan kaptenen och en besättningsmedlem 
från Ö-båten är några exempel på vad lyssnarna kommer 
få höra i radiovågorna.”
While legislators and policymakers simply outlaw pi-
racy as theft, others see it as a form of resistance that 
aims to develop a critical agency within the confines 
of normalized societies. Are pirates 
actually entrepreneurs in the same 
way as artists?
 The experimental conference 
Whitewashing Piracy in the State 
of Normalcy is a full-day event with 
talks on piracy, biopiracy, piracy as 
friendship, its relation to capitalism, 
the undoing of property and hacking 
as art.
“Property shapes all social relations. 
Its invisible lines force separations 
and create power relations felt through the unequal 
distribution of what is otherwise collectively produced 
value. Over the last few years the precise question of 
what should be privately owned and publicly shared 
in society has animated intense political struggles 
and social movements around the world.” (Marysia 
 Lewandowska and Laurel Ptak, Undoing Property?)
“Considered in its broad definition referring to the 
inventive use of electronic equipment, hacking is in-
trinsically related to the contemporary artistic pro-
duction. In the field of media and digital art, more 
specifically, hacking strategies have been creatively 
used to tackle cultural, economic and societal ques-
tions. In some cases, artists have ventured in more 
greyish activities associated with hacking to create 
provocative works, such as bypassing or disrupting 
third-party systems.” (Boris Magrini, Hacking strat-
egies in media art)
“In the beginning of May, Furtherfield Gallery in 
London will open the exhibition The Piracy of Friend-
ship documenting and reflecting on the history of 
the Piratbyrån group and featuring works of among 
others Evan Roth, PolyMarch, James Cauty and Ger-
aldine Juárez. The central theme is the friendship 
relations that emerge with piracy and the exchange 
of media and information in closely-knit groups and 
how this can form the basis of artistic practices.” 
(Geraldine Juárez and Magnus Eriksson, Piracy as 
Friendship — Exposition of an Exhibition)
Samtidigt som lagstiftare och beslutsfattare förbjuder 
piratkopiering som en form av stöld, ser andra det 
som en form av motstånd vilken syftar till att utveckla 
en kritiskt verkande kraft inom ramen 
för ett normaliserat samhälle. Är pira-
ter liksom konstnärer i själva verket 
en form av entreprenörer?
Den experimentella konferensen 
Whitewashing Piracy in the State 
of Normalcy är ett heldagsarrange-
mang med samtal om piratkopiering, 
biopiracy, piratkopiering som vän-
skap, relationen mellan pirater och 
kapital, egendomsbegreppets upplös-
ning, kryptoaktivism och hacking som 
konst.
“Egendom formar alla sociala relationer Dess osynliga 
linjer tvingar fram uppdelningar och skapar maktrela-
tioner genom den ojämlika uppdelningen av det som an-
nars är kollektivt producerat värde. De senaste åren har 
frågan om vad som ska ägas privat och delas offentligt 
gett upphov till intensiva politiska kamper och sociala 
rörelser över hela världen.” (Marysia Lewandowska och 
Laurel Ptak, Undoing Property?)
”Sett ur en bred definition som syftar på uppfinningsrik 
användning av elektronisk utrustning, är hacking sam-
manflätat med samtida konstnärlig produktion. Inom 
fältet mediebaserad och digital konst mer specifikt, har 
hackingstrategier använts kreativt för att hantera kul-
turella, ekonomiska och samhälleliga frågor. I vissa fall 
har konstnärer gett sig in i gråzoner förknippade med 
hacking för att skapa provokativa verk, som att förbigå 
eller störa externa system.” (Boris Magrini, Hacking 
strategies in media art).
”I början av maj öppnar Furtherfield Gallery i London 
utställningen The Piracy of Friendship som dokumen-
terar och reflekterar över gruppen Piratbyråns historia 
med verk av bland andra Evan Roth, PolyMarch, James 
Cauty och Geraldine Juárez. Det centrala temat är 
vänskapsrelationerna som framkommer i och med pirat-
kopieringen och i utbytet av media i tätt sammanflätade 
grupper och hur dessa kan utgöra basen för konstnär-
lig praktik.” (Geraldine Juárez and Magnus Eriksson, 
Piracy as Friendship—Exposition of an Exhibition)
Whitewashing Piracy Whitewashing PiracySAT 26 APRIL
10:00 — 18:00
Kungl. 
Konsthögskolan
Hus 28
Experimental 
conference
To establish laws when it 
comes to water seem to be 
a difficult task. Maybe it’s 
because of the diffuse nature 
of the material, or maybe 
it’s because of all the diverse 
activities happening there.
 The waters around 
Stockholm are not heavily 
controlled, but are instead 
heavily occupied by ferries, 
tourism, and other commercial 
activities, which limits its 
accessibility.
 Mare Liberum consists of 
moveable pontoons that can be 
used, connected, and adapted 
to all situations on the water 
or shoreline. It is a platform 
for alternative activities that 
intends to challenge established 
ways of using the water.
 By Lisa Gideonsson, Gustaf 
Londré (GIDEONSSON/
LONDRÉ), Marja Knape and 
Jens Evaldsson.
Martin Fredriksson
Palle Torsson
Donatella Bernardi
Sonja Schillings
Leif Dahlberg
Rasmus Fleischer
Samira Ariadad
Kuba Szreder
James Arvanitakis
Marysia Lewandowska 
Geraldine Juárez
Magnus Eriksson
Boris Magrini
Sara Wolfert
Marysia Lewandowska is a 
London-based artist who 
through her collaborative 
projects has explored the 
public function of media 
archives, collections and 
exhibitions in an age 
characterized by relentless 
privatisation.
Boris Magrini is currently a PhD 
student at the University 
of Zurich with a thesis on 
computer and generative art.
Geraldine Juárez is a mexican 
artist based in Gothenburg. 
Her work tries to understand 
the effects in our everyday 
that emerge from the tensions 
between information, property 
and financialization. Member 
of the art collective FATLAB.
Magnus Eriksson is a 
Gothenburg-based co-founder 
of the now defunct Piratbyrån. 
Currently he is undertaking a 
PhD in Sociology of Law and 
holding a position as design 
researcher at The Interactive 
Institute. Member of the art 
collective FATLAB.
James Arvanitakis is a Professor 
of Social and Cultural Analysis 
with the University of Western 
Sydney and a member of the 
M&M: Normalcy Bar M&M: Normalcy Bar Mare LiberumFRI 25 APRIL
17:00 — Late
Moderna Museet 
Bar
Club Night
In collaboration with 
Moderna Museet
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“Since its ascendancy in the 1980s, neoliberal policy 
has rarely been challenged in the mainstream. Even 
following the Global Financial Crisis, the neoliberalism 
paradigm is reasserting itself as policy makers find 
ways to blame the crunch on corrupt individuals or 
fraudulent practices rather then the broader systemic 
failures.  At the centre of this paradigm is a fiction: the 
incontestable nature of clearly defined private property 
rights. In truth, property rights are always disputed as 
they come with a constellation of obligations as well 
as entitlements. (James Arvanitakis, Commons, Piracy 
and the Crisis of Property)
“I will discuss the various notions of property, sharing 
and commons especially in relation to the debate of 
piracy and file sharing. As I will argue there are more 
similarities between capitalists and pirates (criminals) 
then between pirates (criminals) and file sharers. Both 
capitalists and criminals are similarly attached to their 
own properties, even if they differ in the ways of 
their acquisition.” (Kuba Szreder, Property, sharing 
and commons)
“These three proper names from Blade Runner—
John, Leon, Annlee—function as emblems or exer-
gues to a critical discussion of biopiracy and biomet-
rics. I try to show how Locke’s definition of personal/
private property, the ‘Voight-Kampff’-test and Leon’s 
problematic relation to his mother, and the question 
of Annlee’s identity and ownership can be connected 
to and shed light on recent developments and appli-
cations of biometrics, biopiracy, and the art of law.” 
(Leif Dahlberg, John, Leon, and Annlee: Biopiracy 
and the Art of Law)
“Rather than assuming an ‘evil’ non-white sovereign 
that used white pirates for its own purposes, it was 
now pre-colonial space itself that was both construct-
ed as the problematic source of white piracy and 
of ‘native’ resistance to imperial advancement. The 
taming, i.e. appropriation, of pre-colonial space was 
thus legitimated by imperial powers as an interven-
tion on behalf of all humankind, and the threat of 
maritime piracy constituted a particularly suitable 
case to demonstrate this point.” (Sonja Schillings, 
How Pre-Colonial Space became the “King of Evil.” 
Colonial Piracy and the Reconfiguration of Race in 
the Early Eighteenth Century)
”Sedan deras genombrott under 1980-talet har nylibe-
rala principer sällan utmanats offentligt. Till och med 
efter den globala finanskrisen har det nyliberala para-
digmet återetablerat sig då makthavare hittar sätt att 
skylla kraschen på korrumperade individer eller tvek-
samma praktiker snarare än på större systemfel.
 I detta paradigms kärna finns en fiktion: den obe-
stridliga klart definierade rätten till privategendom. I 
själva verket är äganderätten alltid utmanad, då den 
åtföljs av en uppsättning skyldigheter såväl som rättig-
heter.” (James Arvanitakis, Commons, Piracy and the 
Crisis of Property)
“Jag kommer att diskutera olika uppfattningar om egen-
dom, delande och allmänningar särskilt i relation till de-
batten kring piratkopiering och fildelning. Jag kommer 
att visa att det finns fler likheter mellan kapitalister och 
pirater (brottslingar) än mellan pirater (brottslingar) 
och fildelare. Både kapitalister och brottslingar är lika 
fästa vid sin egendom, även om de skiljer sig åt i hur 
de anskaffar den.” (Kuba Szreder, Property, sharing 
and commons)
”Dessa tre egennamn från Blade Runner – John, Leon, 
Annlee – fungerar som emblem för en kritisk diskus-
sion om biopiratkopiering och biometrik. Jag försöker 
visa hur Lockes definition av personlig/privat egendom, 
Voight-Kampfftestet och Leons problematiska relation 
till sin mor, och frågan om Annlees identitet och ägan-
de, kan återanknytas till och kasta ljus över de senaste 
utvecklingarna och tillämpningarna inom biometrik, 
biopiratkopiering och lagstiftning.” (Leif Dahlberg, 
John, Leon, and Annlee: Biopiracy and the Art of Law)
”Snarare än att anta att en ’ond’ icke-vit suverän makt 
som använde pirater för att främja sina egna syften, 
var det nu det förkoloniala rummet som sådant som 
konstruerades som den problematiska källan för både 
vit pirataktivitet såväl som ett ’ursprungligt’ motstånd 
mot imperialismens framfart. Tämjandet, eller appro-
prieringen, av det förkolonial rummet blev på så sätt 
legitimerat av imperiemakter som en intervention å 
hela mänsklighetens vägnar, och hotet från sjöpirater 
utgjorde ett mycket lämpligt sätt att understryka den-
na poäng.” (Sonja Schillings, How Pre-Colonial Space 
became the “King of Evil.” Colonial Piracy and the Re-
configuration of Race in the Early Eighteenth Century)
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Workshop
CryptoParty is a global grassroots initiative to intro-
duce the basics of practical cryptography to the 
general public. Participants learn together and from 
each other what tools are available 
to safeguard privacy and anonymity 
and how to use them. In particular we 
focus on protecting ourselves against 
state sponsored mass surveillance.
 CryptoParty is independently orga-
nized by the hackerspace Sparvnästet 
and DFRI, in collaboration with Cyk-
lopen. Participation in the CryptoParty 
is open and free to all.
 DFRI believes in freedom of 
speech, personal integrity and the in-
dividual’s right and responsibility to 
control the flow of personal information. DFRI works 
against all forms of limitations of these values.
 Sparvnästet Hackerspace builds 3D-printers, fly 
DIY drones, create robots and write free software. 
Sparvnästet are passionate about the right to 
privacy and freedom of expression.
CryptoParty är ett globalt gräsrotsinitiativ som syftar 
till att introducera grunderna i praktisk kryptografi till 
allmänheten. Deltagarna kan lära sig av varandra vilka 
verktyg som finns tillgängliga för att 
skydda privatliv och anonymitet, och 
hur de ska användas. I synnerhet fo-
kuserar vi på att skydda oss själva från 
statssponsrad massövervakning.
   CryptoParty är ett oberoende arrang-
emang av hackerspacet Sparvnästet 
och DFRI i samarbete med Cyklopen. 
Deltagande i CryptoParty är öppet och 
fritt för alla.
   DFRI tror på yttrandefrihet, person-
lig integritet och individens rätt och 
skyldighet att kontrollera flödet av 
personlig information. DFRI arbetar mot alla former av 
inskränkningar av dessa värden.
 Sparvnästet hackerspace bygger 3D-skrivare, flyger 
egenproducerade drönare, skapar robotar och skriver 
öppen mjukvara. Sparvnästet värdesätter rätten till ett 
privatliv och rätten till yttrandefrihet.
DFRI is a nonprofit 
organization working for 
digital rights. Our goal 
is a society with as little 
surveillance, tracking and 
wiretapping, as possible. 
Sparvnästet is a hackerspace 
in Stockholm; a network 
of nerds, hackers, activists 
and artists that work and 
play together with all 
things technical.
CryptoParty CryptoParty DFRI 
& Sparvnästet Hackerspace
University of Western Sydney’s 
Institute for Culture and 
Society, and the Head of the 
Academy at UWS. His research 
areas include citizenship, the 
commons, hope, and piracy.
Kuba Szreder is a graduate of 
sociology at Jagiellonian 
University, Krakow. He works 
as an ‘independent’ curator, 
and his interdisciplinary 
projects combine artistic 
practices with a critical 
examination of society. In 
his theoretical research he 
critically reflects upon the 
contemporary apparatus of 
cultural production and its 
socio-economic context.
Leif Dahlberg received his PhD 
in Comparative Literature 
from Stockholm University. He 
teaches media and theoretical 
texts that range from the 
eighteenth to the twenty-
first century. His current 
research project investigates 
the construction and 
representation of legal spaces 
in law, literature and political 
philosophy in works from 
Greek antiquity to the present.
Sonja Schillings has recently 
completed her dissertation at 
the John F. Kennedy Institute 
for North American Studies 
of the Freie Universität 
Berlin, Germany. She is the 
co-founder of PiracyLab, 
an international research 
network on piracy as a cultural 
practice, and has published 
articles on topics such as 
piracy and the notion of race, 
and the discursive construction 
of enemy space.
Whitewashing 
Piracy is 
organized in 
collaboration 
with Linköpings 
University 
and with the 
support of 
Polska Institutet: 
Stockholm.
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Normalcy draws connections to a number of 
recent exhibitions turning towards so-called 
“outsider” art, works that are made by art-
ists who suffer from psychiatric problems, 
or who may not define themselves as artists 
at all, and works that were not created for 
exhibition but personal use, religious ritu-
al or therapeutic treatment. These shows 
display a fascination with otherness and 
difference, and with ways of going beyond 
aesthetic purity and a quantifiable psycho-
pathology of artistic practice. While some 
of the curators and institutions place the 
works by “outsiders” alongside pieces by 
well-known artists that are unquestionably 
a part of the art world and market, without 
making any difference in terms of display, 
others clearly point to the different status 
of the works and their makers, describing 
their conditions in exhibition catalogues and 
wall-mounted texts.
Outsider  
and contemporary art
Among the major exhibitions that have 
recently included works by “outsider” art-
ists is the 55th Venice Biennale curated 
by Massimiliano Gioni, which showcased 
the cord sculptures of bird collagist James 
Castle, the terracotta figures by the autis-
tic Shinichi Sawada and the vestments of 
Brazilian Arthur Bispo do Rosário, who 
suffered from severe schizophrenia.  Bispo 
do Rosário’s eccentric textile works that 
he made from mainly found materials were 
recently also on view in the 2012 São  Paulo 
Biennial curated by Luis Pérez-Oramas, 
next to Horst Ademeit, an artist who was 
suffering from obsessional neurosis and 
paranoia, and in Victoria  Noorthoorn’s 
Lyon Biennial in 2011. Furthermore, the 
theme of Noorthoorn’s biennial was based 
on the poem Easter (1916) by W.B. Yeats, 
who had a life-long interest in other ness 
and studied mysticism, spiritualism, oc-
cultism and astrology. In 2013,  Carolyn 
 Christov- Bakargiev’s  dOCUMENTA (13) 
showcased the apple drawings of  Korbinian 
Aigner and experiment set-ups by physi-
cist Anton Zeilinger—objects that were 
never intended as art. The exhibition of 
 Rosemarie Trockel’s work together with 
Judith Scott, who was born deaf and with 
Down’s syndrome, and James Castle (who 
was also part of the Venice Biennale, as 
mentioned above), organized by Lynne 
Cooke; Robert Gober’s 2012  Whitney Bi-
ennial, in which he included works by vi-
sionary fisherman Forrest Bess; Hayward 
Gallery’s The  Alternative Guide to the 
Universe; and the Philadelphia Museum 
of Art’s show of “outsider” art from the 
Jill and Sheldon Bonovitz collection (both 
2013) are further examples.
Outsider art  
and psychiatry
One of the first accounts of artistic activ-
ity among patients of a mental institution 
derives from Philippe Pinel, the French 
asylum reformer, who in 1801 suggested a 
 potentially therapeutic impact of art. Subse-
quently, exhibitions at psychiatric hospitals 
were staged, such as at the Bethlehem Roy-
al Hospital in 1900, and in 1912 Paul Klee 
announced the importance of art made by 
patients of institutions for the development 
of modern art in general. Art Brut’s refer-
ence to works produced by persons outside 
of the art circuit and without artistic edu-
cation, and often made in psychiatric insti-
tutions, is well known, at least since Jean 
Dubuffet’s engagement in staging the first 
Art Brut show at Galerie René Drouin in 
Paris in 1948. The same year, Dubuffet stat-
ed: “The distinction between normal and ab-
normal seems to us to be quite far-fetched: 
who is normal? Where is he, your normal 
man? Show him to us! The artistic act, with 
the extreme tensions that it implies, the high 
fever that accompanies it, can it ever be 
considered normal?”1 15 years later, in 1963, 
Harald Szeemann curated a show at Kunst-
halle Bern with works from the Prinzhorn 
Collection, in which he displayed artworks 
made by the psychiatrist’s patients.
Nise da Silveira
What is maybe less well known is the spe-
cific case of a small and precarious asylum 
in the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro. Under 
the lead of one woman, Nise da Silveira, the 
clinic’s approach to treatments of mental ill-
nesses changed completely. Da Silveira can 
be named as one of the first “anti-psychi-
atrists” who opposed lobotomy and shock 
therapy, which were common methods when 
she began practising in the 1940s. Instead, 
da Silveira introduced alternative methods, 
namely animal and art therapy.
 Born in 1905 in Maceió in the North-
east of Brazil, da Silveira was one of the 
first women in Brazil to study medicine. 
In 1935, during the Communist Revolt, 
she was imprisoned for 1.5 years as she 
was rumoured to have connections to the 
movement. In 1944, she came to the hospi-
tal Centro Pedro II in Engenho de Dentro 
near Rio de Janeiro. Da Silveira’s aim was 
to create what she referred to as a living 
centre for study and research. At the hos-
pital, she experimented with anti-psychiat-
ric methods, such as occupational therapy, 
for which she developed 17 different types 
of activities. She also applied  aspects of 
the psychotherapy of Carl Jung, whom she 
maintained close correspondence with, and 
their letters are still kept at the hospital 
archive in Engenho de Dentro. Da Silveira 
believed in the importance of emotional 
contact and creative expression for the 
therapeutic process, of the connection 
between reason and emotion as well as 
body and psyche, and of helping patients 
to find a symbolic language through which 
to express their inner conflicts. At the time 
when she started, there were mostly in- 
patients at the hospital, and over time, the 
institution turned into an open ward where 
most patients were permitted to come and 
go. In this sense, her position was excep-
tional for the era, throughout which a focus 
on the scientific rationale in therapy was 
widespread, and the only alternative to sur-
gery was to become psycho- pharmaceutical 
medication.
Museu de Imagens  
do Inconsciente
In 1952, da Silveira founded the Museu de 
Imagens do Inconsciente (Museum of Images 
of the Unconscious), in which the manifold 
artefacts that resulted from painting, theatre, 
bookbinding, sewing and music workshops, 
were and are still today exhibited. Her know-
ledge of Antonin Artaud’s work has obvious-
ly influenced her in creating the museum. 
Whereas the focus was on art’s therapeutic 
value—the works her patients made during 
therapy were included in the analytic ses-
sions—the museum was intended to exhibit 
the pieces both for medical research and as 
artworks. The objects were shown in a mode 
that was not much different from the way art 
was presented in cultural institutions at the 
time. Rather than display-
ing the works as exotic or 
parallel, “almost” art, da 
Silveira emphasised their 
equality to “normal” art-
ists’ work by presenting 
them in a similar manner. 
Not only that, she estab-
lished professional work-
shops and equipment, as 
well as a storage system 
that can probably be rat-
ed as better than those of 
most county museums of a similar size. As 
one of the therapeutic principles was the dis-
solution of patient and doctor roles, as well as 
the involvement of patients at all levels, the 
patients became responsible for the museum, 
and took care of the collections and gave 
guided tours for visitors. The most famous 
artist who passed through Centro Pedro II 
was probably Arthur Bispo do Rosário (men-
tioned earlier), and the institution was visited 
by, for instance, the artist Lygia Clark, who 
recurrently involved art to treat patients with 
psychological problems. For Clark, merging 
and destabilising the dualities of body and 
mind, subject and object, the maker of an 
artwork and audience, were crucial aspects 
in her work and in understanding and treat-
ing patients. Clark often promoted organic 
interaction between participants through the 
applied use of her pieces. For instance, her 
“Bichos”, moveable aluminium sculptures, 
are intended for interaction by the spectator, 
who is involved in the constant becoming of 
the work. Her “Relational Objects”, hoods 
and suits to be worn by the participants, allow 
for different types of interactions between 
them, and were used to experiment with the 
body’s interior and exterior spaces.
 Beside the today well recognized Clark, 
the acclaimed Brazilian critic Mário Pedrosa 
was also a common visitor to the workshop 
Centro Pedro II, where he maintained an on-
going dialogue with artists such as Ivan Serpa 
and Abraham Palatnik. Pedrosa is supposed 
to have famously stated that some of the art-
ists should be ranked amongst the best of 
the century. He worked on establishing a link 
between the patients’ work and the abstract 
avant-garde of the São Paulo Concretists in 
order to legitimise the lat-
ter, which then was new 
and not yet recognised 
as canonical. In 1949 and 
1950, a selection of works 
from Centro Pedro II were 
shown in the exhibition 
9 Artistas de Engenho de 
Dentro (9 Artists from 
Engenho de Dentro) at 
the Museum of Modern 
Art in São Paulo, and at 
the 1st International Con-
gress of Psychiatry in Paris. At the 2nd Con-
gress, which took place in Zurich in 1957, Carl 
Jung himself inaugurated an exhibition with 
works from da Silveira’s patients. Since 1952, 
when the Museu de Imagens do Inconsciente 
opened, and until today, the collection has 
grown to more than 350.000 works, many of 
which have been exhibited both in Brazil and 
internationally. The institution and museum 
are still running today, and whereas the art-
works are now accessible, the main goal for 
the coming years will be to properly docu-
ment da Silveira’s notes, letters and personal 
archive.
STEFANIE HESSLER
NISE DA SILVEIRA:
MUSEU DE IMAGENS
DO INCONSCIENTE
PALLE TORSSON
INSTITUTIONAL
PARANOIA
OR INTELLIGENCE?
From the autumn of 2012 to spring 2013, 
Sparvnästet hosted a series of workshops 
and meetings at the Royal Institute of Art, 
in cooperation with professor Donatella 
Bernardi.
 This text will describe the institutional 
informal decision-making process used in 
order to determine whether it would be ac-
ceptable that the Sparvnästet hackerspace 
could use the Institute as a meeting place. 
This example might serve as an illustration 
of the readiness of educational and creative 
institutions to allow hackerspaces’ activities 
on their premises.
 How openness and restrictions get 
constructed out of the tension between in-
formal strategies and formal rules? When 
we were given access to the premises, this 
only meant limited access, and was offered 
informally (with professor Bernardi acting 
as an intermediary). This was possibly a 
result of the Institute wanting to minimize 
any formal traces of our presence while still 
granting us access.
The Process
I 
OPENING
I had met up with professor Bernardi a 
few weeks earlier, at the beginning of 
September 2012, and asked her if she 
and the Royal Institute of Art might be 
interested in hosting the Sparvnästet 
meetings. I presented a few ideas for a 
possible programme for these meetings, 
explaining that our current venue, Hemliga 
Trädgården, was now getting too impossi-
ble to use because of the increasing cold 
and darkness.
 Following our meeting, professor  Bernardi 
asked the institution’s administration for a 
personal access card that I could use to let 
people into the building and a specifically 
allocated room. On the Sparvnästet website, 
we posted a schedule of topics for the coming 
meetings, starting in October 2012.
1 Jean Dubuffet (1948), “Crude Art Preferred to 
Cultural Art”, in: Art in Theory 1900–2000, ed. 
Charles Harrison & Paul Wood (2003), Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishing, p. 608.
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II 
DISTRUST
On October 30th, professor Bernardi in-
formed me that I was no longer trusted. I 
had received a phone call from the rector 
(whom I knew since before). I was told about 
a computer theft, which had taken place at 
the institute a few weeks earlier. As a con-
sequence, the institution was forced to with-
draw my access card. The whole thing felt 
somewhat ridiculous, but assuming a prag-
matic approach was the better strategy—af-
ter all, it still seemed he was fine with letting 
professor Bernardi organize the meetings, 
preferably outside the main building, in a lit-
tle house by the water called “Hus 28” usually 
used for seminars and lectures.
 The reasons for his decision must have 
seemed purely logical to him. Nevertheless, 
I suspect that there were 
institutional anxiety and 
fear at work here, and 
that the stolen computer 
was the deciding factor 
for provoking this anx-
iety. Maybe there were 
people inside the insti-
tution who perceived the 
hackerspace’s activities 
as dangerous. I have a 
hard time imagining 
some situation in which 
people in charge of institutions such as this 
would stick their head out trying to explain 
the value of hacker creativity. In my view, 
the search for easy solutions for minimizing 
any possible damage to such institutions 
represents a kind of institutional laziness. In 
addition, my reputation as an unpredictable 
character might have preceded me.
 It should be noted that I have attended 
the Royal Institute of Art many times be-
fore: first in the role of student, and later 
as an artist, lecturer, teacher, and leader 
of workshops. But now I felt I was being 
misjudged, even if I am somewhat notori-
ous for not always adhering to norms. But 
is this not one critical characteristic for 
an artist? Is it realistic to expect artists to 
refrain from the breaking of norms? In the 
end I shook the whole thing off, choosing 
to focus on the good things instead—like 
the enthusiasm for the project displayed 
by professor Bernardi and other people 
around me.
III 
A FORMAL CONSTRUCTION
Not soon after this we had to confront a 
formal obstacle: the school administration 
had decided that Sparvnästet was an ex-
ternal group to the school. This meant that 
we were given the opportunity to rent a 
space at the school for a certain sum of 
money, a price we would gladly have paid 
if we only had had the economic resourc-
es. But we were strapped of cash, and in 
our view, our project was a joint effort 
between the school—represented by pro-
fessor  Bernardi—and the hackerspace. It 
was finally decided that professor Bernardi 
could host the meetings, as long as she 
served as kind of guardian in her capacity 
as an employee of the school. However, 
this left the hackerspace without any direct 
access to the building, something which 
made the whole arrangement much more 
administratively complicated.
IV 
INSECURITY
Meanwhile, the school’s IT department was 
busy consulting IT security mailing lists to 
try to find out if the Sparvnästet people 
were trustworthy. This might have been the 
right thing to do from a security viewpoint, 
but in the context of building a culture of 
mutual trust, it felt a bit awkward to us. 
Maybe they just thought, hey, it is better 
to be safe than sorry? Hacking the school 
would not have presented any substantial 
difficulties—if we only had wanted to. How-
ever, I had already given my word that we 
were not going to engage in any malicious 
activities, so why would we? This project 
was about Sparvnästet, professor Bernardi, 
and her students hosting a few collabora-
tive, open workshops on topics relating to 
digital technology and creativity, for free 
and for fun—nothing else. 
 Such unwillingness to grant our specif-
ic kind of creativity access to the building 
might have stemmed from a fear of being 
associated with hacking—a connection 
which might have negative repercussions 
for the institutional image. My guess is that 
they considered the risks 
greater than any possible 
rewards. Put differently, 
the value we brought 
there was not considered 
more important than the 
overall goal of maintain-
ing status quo.
This also goes to show 
that these anxieties have 
a negative impact on 
the trust which natural-
ly should be placed by 
scholarly institutions in the abilities of a 
professor to make his or her own decisions.
 Furthermore, we could also ask if it is 
not true that this anxiety is representative 
for higher education in the arts in general, 
and therefore structurally integral to the art 
institution. Such speculations are support-
ed by the many “art scandals” which have 
haunted the Swedish art school system this 
last decade, with Anna Odell’s Okänd, kvinna 
2009-349701 and NUG’s Territorial Pissing 
being the most well-known examples.
 Prior to all this, works of ‘scandalous art’ 
like Andres Serrano’s Piss Christ influenced 
the flow of money out of the contemporary 
art scene, dictated by conservative taste and 
choice 1. Later I found out that the Royal 
Institute of Art was being assessed by the 
Swedish National Agency for Higher Educa-
tion during the events described here, and it 
is not improbable this might have added to 
their anxiousness. A central issue for me is 
to explore how ‘scandalous creativity’ always 
manages to find a way to express itself, and 
this fact is what makes it so important.
 I could never have imagined that our 
open meetings would be met with these 
kinds of instinctive reactions. But at the 
same time I also noted professor Bernardi’s 
effort to ensure that the meetings could be 
held. It is all in the details; in the micro- 
decisions of everyday life which construct 
the school environment; in the individual; 
and what you consider doing the right thing 
to be. Maybe it is all about some kind of 
perceived moral obligation or identity—
have you pledged allegiance to the universal 
and unpredictable principle of art, or to the 
institutional oath of secrecy?
 While this was all going on, we held our 
first session, which was about peer-to-peer 
technologies—a theme no one at the school 
had much stake in.
 
V 
DISASSOCIATION
However, when we started to address 
3D-printing, the situation became much 
different—we were made to understand 
that we were using the school’s premises; 
we were being watched, and we could not 
be allowed to step on anyone’s toes under 
any circumstances.
 Our first encounter with the teacher in 
charge of the 3D-printing lab went great. 
But later professor Bernardi informed me 
that the teacher was angry for some reason; 
maybe because we were conducting work-
shops in 3D-printing at the same school 
as the lab? In any case, she asked us to 
remove the reference to the school and her 
lab as posted on our website.
 Initially, I had gotten the feeling that 
she was interested in collaborating with 
us, and now she suddenly wanted to dis-
associate and distance herself from us, for 
reasons unknown. I never fully understood 
why; maybe she was afraid of tarnishing the 
image of her lab?
 We were once again helped out by anoth-
er person, Charlie Stern, who was conducting 
an independent research project on 3D-print-
ing and therefore had a deeper interest in 
understanding the hackerspace context, as 
well as the importance of hacking and hack-
erspaces for the development of 3D-printing.
 Later on I managed to get a glimpse 
of the reason for the 3D lab teacher’s dis-
content, as she appeared in a TV show on 
3D-printing broadcast on Swedish public 
television. It seemed as if she had totally 
missed out on the revolutionary nature of 
3D-printing technology, which is fundamen-
tally characterized by openness and sharing. 
Instead she seemed more interested in the 
entrepreneurial potentials of the technology, 
which of course only makes it natural for her 
to try to protect her “interests”.
Conclusion
Institutions are made up of individuals who 
decide to drop or stop collaborations and 
projects by virtue of the authority and power 
vested in them. In the end, we were able to 
have our meetings—which is great.
 Maybe art activities, inherently trans-
gressive, coupled with the risks associated 
with such boundlessness, provoke a sort of 
standardized formula of institutional fear. 
Institutions, after all, are not artists. These 
circumstances might contribute to the nor-
malization of regulatory enforcement and 
safety measures among professors and 
other staff. If this is the case, this means 
that they also end up playing a role in 
maintaining the control mechanisms, se-
curity needs, and broader networks of the 
institution where they are active. When 
they act on behalf of something beyond 
themselves, they may also fail to defend 
art’s lifeblood—freedom and indepen-
dence—simply because they cannot take 
the heat. 
 Considering the way in which institution-
al control and rules play out, this comes as no 
surprise. Nevertheless, this process leads to 
constraints on the freedom of art as a trans-
gressive, unpredictable force. In the specific 
case described here, it was only through cer-
tain informal contacts that we were able to 
bridge the gap between the institution, staff 
and Sparvnästet, making it possible for us to 
realize our workshop programme.
 Participating in the game of promoting 
certain individual interests often end up 
trumping good opportunities for learning, 
with the staff caught up in an institutional 
vortex blinding them to many interesting 
opportunities for their students.
 The focus on predictability and security 
at the one end of the institution produces 
an environment which becomes unsafe at 
the other end. This leaves the school look-
ing very fragmented and unsafe to the ex-
ternal observer, because it leads to people 
acting out on their own imagination—but 
without vision or leadership.
 The controlled-oriented institution inar-
guably runs the risk of turning into a sort of 
game, a game in which the use of strategies 
of informal logic for escaping an asphyxiat-
ing institutional logic becomes normalized. 
It is easy to imagine a downward spiral of 
increasingly intricate positioning in battles 
where formal rules are pitted against infor-
mal intelligence.
 Furthermore, informal decision-making 
might be considered either an institutional 
hack, intelligence, or a social engineering 
project made possible by all the parties in-
volved in an institution; everyone is in on the 
game, fully conscious of the fact that infor-
mal bonds is the one way you might organize 
something under the institutional security 
radar. In this case, this took the form of let-
ting the meetings take place on the school’s 
premises, as long as they left no formal trace 
which could have negatively affected the In-
stitute’s results in the assessment process.
 This experience highlighted the rela-
tions between institutional control and the 
unpredictability of art as well as ways in 
which institutions of higher learning might 
accommodate unpredictable fluid creative 
processes and agents thereof. Following 
this experience, the role of the narrative 
and the institution will shift into focus in 
the future projects called  Piracy Imaginary 
and Learning for Piracy. These will address 
methods in which to understand agency 
and production of knowledge, media, and 
art which are rooted in practices of pira-
cy—i.e. subjects which many may find a bit 
alarming or threatening, when they in fact 
are highly interesting and yet unsettled.
MÅNS WRANGE
PARANOIA PARANOIA?
1 publiceye.org/theocrat/ 
Mapplethorpe_Chrono.html
Arriving from an intense time in Brazil, 
with artists, architects and activists who 
are fighting for the rights of the residents 
of the favelas, I read Palle Torsson’s text. 
It’s a complicated theory why he was not 
granted full access to the premises at the 
Royal Institute of Art (KKH). Instead, he 
was “only” – as every other external group 
and organization which KKH has a relation 
to – offered House 28, a separately located 
fully IT-equipped building, free of charge for 
a whole year.  I don’t understand.
 According to Torsson, the real reason for 
this mistreatment was that people at KKH 
perceived him as being “dangerous”, which 
made them “anxious”, since the school at 
the same time was going through an assess-
ment by the Swedish National Agency for 
Higher Education (HSV). He presents, fur-
thermore, allegations against people work-
ing within the administration and teaching 
staff of KKH, based solely on speculations.
 Firstly, the assessment by HSV was 
completed nearly half a year before the de-
scribed events. Secondly, the policy of KKH 
(long before I became the rector) is that 
nobody besides students and staff is allowed 
full access to the main building after the 
regular opening hours. This is because we 
want to keep the school as open as pos-
sible during 24/7 without locked doors to 
the workshops, equipment and students’ art 
works. Thirdly, if KKH would be so “scared” 
of Torsson hacking our servers, why then 
give him full access to our network? 
 Palle, you and Sparvnästet are always 
welcome at KKH—but on the same terms 
as everybody else. 
MONDAY 14 APRIL 
 10:00 Introduction
 KKH Donatella Bernardi
 13:00 Another Order
 KKH Carl Johan Erikson
 15:00 On translation
 KKH Karl Lydén
 17:00 What an apparatus is not
 KKH Matteo Pasquinelli
TUESDAY 15 APRIL
 
 9:00 How to read?
 KKH Workshop with
  Marwa Arsanios
 
 16:00
 17:00 Bossing Images 
 KKH Antke Engel
 
WEDNESDAY 16 APRIL
 14:00 Tsunami Architecture
 KKH Christoph Draeger
15:00 Heidrun Holzfeind
 15:30 Maldives To Be or Not
 KKH Khaled Ramadan
16:30
 18:30 Have you ever killed 
 TK a bear or becoming Jamila
  Marwa Arsanios
THURSDAY 17 APRIL
 9:00 Tsunami Aesthetics
 KKH Workshops
 — Tsunami Architecture
  Christoph Draeger  
Heidrun Holzfeind
 — Maldives To Be or Not
  Khaled Ramadan
 — From Kitwe to Las Vegas 
  Jochen Becker
  Denise Scott Brown
 — Horizon 2050
  Christophe Bram
 — Contingent Movements 
Archive
  Hanna Husberg
16:00 Laura McLean
 17:00 Outside 
 IDX Exhibition opening
  Kristina Buch 
Maya Deren 
Juan Downey
  Camille Henrot 
Carsten Höller 
Kapwani Kiwanga 
Joachim Koester 
Cristóbal Lehyt 
Egill Sæbjörnsson
  Curated by
 20:00 Stefanie Hessler
TUESDAY 22 APRIL
 15:30 Outside screening
 MM Curated by
  Stefanie  Hessler
 18:00
 18:00 Mike Kelley: Looking
 MM back at Educational
  Complex Onwards
  Anne Pontégnie with
 19:00 Magnus af Petersens
WEDNESDAY 23 APRIL
 9:00 Mike Kelley: Looking
 KKH back at Educational
  Complex Onwards
  Workshop
 12:00 Anne Pontégnie
 14:00 PUMP IT!
 KKH Johan Wik
 15:00 Artist talk with
 KKH Mikael Pauli
THURSDAY 24 APRIL
 9:00 Let’s Deviate:
 KKH All the way to infinity
  O. Emiddio Vasquez 
Hadjilyra
13:00
 19:00 Dysfunctional
 WELD Comedy
  Sally O’Reilly
  Roee Rosen
  Aron Flam
  RATTELSCHNECK/
  Benjamin  Schiffner 
Joanna Rytel
  Lívia Páldi
  Olav Westphalen
21:30  and others
FRIDAY 25 APRIL
 
 17:00 M & M Normalcy Bar
 MM Klas Eriksson
  Cecilie Hundevad Meng 
and Fredrik Fermelin
  Mare Liberum (Jens 
Evaldsson, Lisa Gideons-
son, Marja Knape and 
Gustaf Londré)
  Joanna  Nordin
Open Isabel Löfgren and
until  Per Hüttner
late  Weld and others
SATURDAY 26 APRIL
 10:00 Whitewashing Piracy
 KKH Martin Fredriksson
  Palle Torsson
  Donatella Bernardi
  Sonja Schillings
  Leif Dahlberg
  Rasmus Fleischer
  Samira Ariadad
  Kuba Szreder
  James Arvanitakis
  Marysia  Lewandowska
   Geraldine Juárez
  Magnus Eriksson
  Boris Magrini
  Sara Wolfert
18:00
SUNDAY 27 APRIL
All  CryptoParty
day  DFRI & Sparvnästet
  Cyklopen
During 14th–27th April, posters 
made by art students of Royal 
Institute of Art are on display in 
Mellan rummet.
SCHEDULE 
Moderna Museet
In collaboration with:
SUÈDE
BAC
Ö R L O G S –
H O T E L L E T
CYK
 Cyklopen
 Magelungsvägen 170
 cyklopen.se
IDX 
 Index
 Kungsbrostrand 19
 +46-(0)8-5021 98 38
 indexfoundation.se
KKH
 Kungl. Konsthögskolan
 Flaggmansvägen 1
 +46-(0)8-614 40 00
 kkh.se
MM
 Moderna Museet
 Exercisplan
 +46-(0)8-5202 3500
 modernamuseet.se
TK
 Tensta konsthall
 Taxingegränd 10
 +46-(0)8-36 07 63
 tenstakonsthall.se
WELD 
 Weld
 Norrtullsgatan 7
 +46-(0)8-30 94 50
 weld.se
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